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firms shaping the industry in its 4th annual special issue.
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overcoming challenges, their willingness to adapt to
change and their flair for tapping into consumer desires 
in a highly competitive global marketplace. 
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What is an Apparel Innovator? It’s a company that’s producing a new product or
service, or one that’s creating value for consumers in new ways. An Apparel Innovator has
developed faster, more efficient and cost-saving ways of doing things. It’s a company that’s
turning ideas into commercially viable opportunities. It’s a company that’s creating jobs,
improving the environment and making the world a better place to live.

What is an Apparel Innovator? It’s a company that’s leading the way 
instead of following. You can read about 39 such companies in the following pages.

To all of our Innovator Award Winners, Apparel salutes you 
for your vision and determination.
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With a factory optimized for efficiency,
Joseph Abboud is able to manufacture
its tailored JA Collection entirely in the
United States, turning product in as
few as seven days. 

By Jordan K. Speer, Jessica Binns and Deena M. Amato-McCoy
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For more than two decades, Joseph Abboud has been an iconic
American men’s wear brand, but recently, it’s been on a tear,

with the bold vision of creative director Bernardo Rojo leading
the way to a full-scale “comeback.” (See cover story “Joltin’
Joe” in the October 2010 issue of Apparel for more on the rebirth
of the brand.)

Rojo is reenergizing the brand with a new contemporary
and relevant silhouette: starting with the Spring 2010 season,
he began making bold changes in the JA Collection, the brand’s
top line, with suits that sell at high-end department stores such
as Nordstrom, Lord & Taylor and Bloomingdales and men’s
premier specialty retailers such as Patrick James and Mark Shale,
and subsequent seasons have unified the new look across prod-
uct categories. (Meanwhile, Joseph Abboud continues to expand
its licensed business, growing casual wear, expanding inter-
nationally, and taking a “lifestyle” approach to its brand that
even includes a home collection.)

But look beyond the suits, and you’ll find manufacturing
operations that are every bit as innovative as Rojo’s vision —
and may even contribute to it, because, amazingly, Joseph
Abboud’s JA Collection is entirely produced in the United States
at the company’s New Bedford, Mass.-based factory. With
design and production so close, it’s easier to work together,
identify problems immediately and respond quickly to changes.
Controlling manufacturing also allows the company to cater
to independent retailers and provide small orders and made-
to-measure items — in short order. The company manufac-
tures apparel in three weeks or less, with made-to-measure
suits making their way to today’s demanding customer in
just seven days. 

There are other advantages, too, to its home-based pro-
duction. While its competitors pay duties of as high as 20
percent to import wool suits, Joseph Abboud avoids this tariff
completely by producing domestically and takes advantage
of a duty rebate program for high-quality wool fabric. The com-
pany also avoids the transportation problems and disrup-
tions from political crises that frequently pose challenges to
importers.

Indeed, U.S.-based production is one of three factors that
have kept the company strong over the years, says Tony Sapienza,
president and CEO of JA Apparel Corp. He also credits the
company’s strong Italian heritage (the company was previously
owned by Italy-based GFT, and its original factory layout was
an exact replica of the GFT floor in Italy), not to mention the
design aesthetic of Joseph Abboud himself, with giving the
company a strong foundation in both design and manufac-
turing operations. Finally, the company boasts a workforce with
very high-needle skills, largely drawn from the local Portuguese
population, says Sapienza.

Still, with high labor and insurance costs, its no easy feat to
produce profitably in the United States, as evidenced by the
small number of companies still manufacturing apparel on U.S.
soil, but Joseph Abboud has offset some of those costs by design-
ing its factory floor to reflect “wall-to-wall” best practices with
help from Computer Generated Solutions’ (CGS) Leadtec solu-
tion and Eton System’s unit production system. 

The company has been a long-time user of CGS Leadtec
real-time shop-floor control software, and about four years ago
Joseph Abboud enlisted the company’s help to integrate an
Eton unit production system into its final assembly operations
(eliminating a progressive-bundle system), an implementation
that has optimized the flow of garments, while reducing
non-value-added operator tasks, resulting in significant time
and cost savings. Lead times in the factory have been reduced
by almost seven full days, overall piecework rate production
times are down by 10 percent to 12 percent, and overall pro-
ductivity is up 20 percent, says Sapienza. 

The system, which moves each jacket individually to the
appropriate (and ergonomically designed) workstation, min-
imizes operator movement — and saves money. There’s less
work tied up in work-in-process (WIP), and the company
can maintain lower inventories for basic styles because it can
replenish more quickly. 

Joseph Abboud also worked with CGS to integrate an RFID
system into this process. RFID tags are placed into suit jackets,
and RFID readers are positioned in its finish pressing line. As
the operator moves the garment through the line, the reader
records its passage, updating both the production control
and payroll software simultaneously — another notch on the
company’s efficiency belt that has contributed to reduced
lead times. 

RFID is also taking a leading role in the company’s distri-
bution center (DC). While still employing manual slick rail and
trolley, each garment is RFID tagged so that operators can locate
merchandise quickly with a scanning gun and run inventory
counts in a matter of minutes. The system is fully integrated
with its APPCON order entry and fulfillment system. 

“We are very proud to be Made-in-the-USA,” says Sapienza,
“and I think we are well positioned to compete even as other
companies continue to move manufacturing offshore.”

Up next? With its manufacturing floor and DC running
so smoothly, Sapienza says the company’s next big project will
likely focus on the web. With made-to-measure 12 percent to
15 percent of the tailored business and growing, there’s a great
opportunity to go direct to consumer with its customized —
and off-the-rack — offerings.3
— Jordan K. Speer

Joseph Abboud
New Bedford, MA | www.josephabboud.com

NOMINATED BY: Computer Generated Solutions Inc. | www.cgsinc.com
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While the recession forced many apparel
retailers and designers to reign in their

endeavors in hopes of protecting their brands
and more importantly, long-term survival,
it had the opposite effect on Sarah Van
Aken. 

Van Aken always dreamed of design-
ing a women’s line. By taking her family’s
teachings about social consciousness and
her love of Philadelphia as inspiration, Van
Aken is fulfilling her dream with SA VA,
a unique brand of locally created sustain-
able clothing for women.

Growing up on a dairy farm, Van Aken
learned the true value of what it meant to
live a sustainable life; her family made their
own clothes and grew their own food. Van
Aken wanted to get back to her roots by
running a business underpinned by socially
conscious and sustainable practices.

Like most success stories however,
her career path took some interesting turns.
In 2005, Van Aken was eager to start a
women’s line, but due to a lack of funding,
she set her dream aside and instead cre-
ated a custom men’s shirt brand, called Van
Aken (whose startup costs were much less
capital intensive than needed to launch a
women’s clothing brand. Van Aken also
found a U.S. custom-shirt manufacturer
that stocked the basic fabrics, so her initial
costs were limited to marketing the brand
and stocking specialty fabrics). 

The shirts got so much recognition that
in 2006, New York City’s Gotham Bar
and Grill’s executive chef and co-owner
Alfred Portale approached her to create
custom uniforms for his team. The part-
nership opened the door for Van Aken to
create a successful business customizing
uniforms for some of the most recognized
names in the restaurant industry.

By 2008 however, the tide began to turn.
The Great Recession had hit in full force at
the same time as her orders were growing.
“While I was using textiles from Italy, Turkey
and Egypt, which were beautiful and afford-
able, the cost of gas was sky-rocketing,
making air shipping of goods inefficient,”
she said. Re-evaluating the economic cli-
mate, Van Aken realized the time was ripe
to launch an affordable sustainable brand

of apparel for women. She wanted to pro-
duce the line domestically and in the process
create benefit for others. 

A Philadelphia resident for 10 years, Van
Aken says she couldn’t have asked for a
better place to make her dream come true.
Unofficially called the “Biggest Small Town
in America,” Philadelphia has a strong “buy
local” food movement, and the city also
has made a strong commitment to “green”
goals. Its smaller-town attitude also gave
Van Aken more access to local government
officials and programs that might not be as
easily accessible in bigger cities.

Add in the pressure from the economy,
“and it was a perfect storm,” she recalled.
“The city was hungry to create jobs, pro-
mote green, and further build its positive
reputation. I had the opportunity to help
do that.”

With the help of a grant, the city of
Philadelphia helped finance a 4,500-square-
foot garment factory that Van Aken used
to train workers to manufacture garments
under socially responsible guidelines,
and in fall 2009, Van Aken’s new SA VA
brand was born. Approximately 90 percent
of merchandise is locally made in SA VA’s
“Garment Center” from fair trade and eco-
friendly textiles. Any products SA VA out-
sources because it is unable to produce itself
must be sustainable in some way, by includ-
ing fair trade, organic or recycled materi-
als or being made locally or in the United
States. 

SA VA features styles that can be worn
for work or play, “from casual denim to
dressy jersey dresses” that focus on letting
the individual’s own style shine through,

Built on principles of environmental and
social responsibility, the SA VA brand is
predominantly manufactured locally in the
company’s Philadelphia based “Garment
Center” from fair trade and eco-friendly
textiles. 

Sarah Van Aken, taking her family’s teachings
about social consciousness and her love of
Philadelphia as inspiration, is fulfilling her
dream of designing her own women’s line.

SA VA
Philadelphia, PA | www.savafashion.com

NOMINATED BY: Kelly Cobb, The University of Delaware | www.udel.edu/fash



says Van Aken. The mid-priced brand is
sold exclusively in the company’s approx-
imately 1,000-square-foot retail store, located
on the main floor of its manufacturing facil-
ity — and online at shop.savafashion.com.
With décor resembling a Moroccan court-
yard, complete with a serene, neutral pal-
let and latticework on the walls and
mezzanine, the store remains true to its
environmentally conscious roots by using
fixtures made from refurbished materials. 

All of her efforts combined pushed Van
Aken to seek B-Corporation certification.
Before earning this accolade that certifies
the business is working to solve social and
environmental problems, SA VA had to
meet comprehensive and transparent social

and environmental performance standards
and legal accountability standards. Van
Aken calls the process “rigorous” but also
inspiring in that it helped her company set
benchmarks for further growth. 

Van Aken is also eager to give back to
the community that helped her fulfill her
dreams. In addition to creating jobs for local
Philly residents, SA VA supports local liv-
ing wage ordinances, and has also forged
community partnerships with the Career
Wardrobe, which distributes work apparel
and offers education programs and net-
working tools to women in transition. The
center survives on donations of money as
well as gently used women’s professional
clothing. 

SA VA also supports the People’s Emer-
gency Center. Focused on families in need,
the group provides emergency and transi-
tional housing, employment and job train-
ing, computer skills development, GED and
workplace literacy, as well as case man-
agement and counseling services. “We are
striving to create a new kind of ethical fash-
ion community,” says Van Aken. 

The young company (which also still
supports its custom uniform program) is
planning to expand. SA VA will launch a
wholesale line this fall, and plans to open
a new store by the end of 2012.3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy
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I f you can close your eyes and remember
what it felt like to be out on a midsum-

mer’s evening at dusk, running under the
low-slung branches and between the bushes
where it was a little darker, and the fireflies
liked to gather, and chasing the evanescent
yellow light until you’d caught up, and
the firefly was right there, hovering before
you until it was in your palm — well, if you
can imagine that, then you’ll understand
what Chasing Fireflies is all about. 

In 2005, three apparel industry veter-
ans, Lori Liddle, Dina Alhadeff and Amy
Grealish, decided to go off on their own to
create a special shop for children’s apparel
and gifts. Chasing Fireflies® was launched
in August of 2006, not only to celebrate
childhood, but also to celebrate parent-
hood. “It’s even more special the second
time around when you share your child’s
firsts,” they say.

The founders, whose experience included
stints at  Nordstrom, Tommy Bahama,
Spiegel, Lands’ End and a small children’s
wear company in Seattle, Wash., where
they all worked together, wanted to create

an alternative to pricey boutique retailers;
Chasing Fireflies, an online and catalog
retailer, was designed to offer customers
a magical product mix they couldn’t find
anywhere else. 

At the beginning, the business focused
on apparel and gift items for infants and
toddlers, but today Chasing Fireflies out-
fits kids up to size 16. The business also
expanded through the launch, in August
2008, of Wishcraft®, focused on creating
meticulously crafted costumes and dress-
up play clothes — an area of the business
that has grown quickly. (In the three year
period from 2006 through 2009 the com-
pany’s sales volume grew 2,249 percent!
The company was named the No. 1 fastest
growing company in the Pacific Northwest
in 2009.)

Most of the design and development for
Wishcraft is done in-house, whereas the
majority of the children’s wear is bought
as a package. After three years of manag-
ing all of the specs and designs in Excel,
and as the business continued to blossom,
Chasing Fireflies realized it needed a tool

to better manage its data and better com-
municate with both its domestic and inter-
national suppliers. 

David Liddle, COO/CIO, himself an
industry veteran of brands such as Lands’
End, Tommy Bahama and Sur La Table,
found what he says is a “tremendous part-
ner” in Gerber, with the company’s Yunique
PLM tool. 

“Previously, we were landlocked by
Excel,” says Liddle, who explains that
Yunique has allowed Chasing Fireflies to
eliminate the frustrations of multiple 

Chasing Fireflies was created to offer
customers a magical product mix they
couldn’t find anywhere else.
Photo by Denis Horan 

Chasing Fireflies
Seattle, WA | www.chasing-fireflies.com

NOMINATED BY: Gerber Technology | www.gerbertechnology.com

http://www.gerbertechnology.com
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spreadsheets that not everyone
can see and which can only be
updated by one person at a time,
and is providing a browser-
based solution that offers a sin-
gle repository for all images and
product details, he says. 

“It is helping us to commu-
nicate specific details about our
product development process, globally,
in real time. We will literally eliminate
months out of our development cycle by
being able to have all our technical speci-
fications in one tool, instantaneously acces-
sible by all company users and global
suppliers,” he says. 

The solution was a particularly good fit
for Chasing Fireflies because it runs on a
Microsoft SQL database and the com-
pany was already working in a SQL envi-
ronment, so IT employees were familiar
with it and it was easier to support inter-
nally. “It makes data integration and report-

ing via SRSS extremely easy,” says Liddle.
Next up for the company will be imple-

menting Yunique’s line planning mod-
ule, which will allow for better top-down
planning. 

Perhaps what is most innovative about
the company’s implementation of the solu-
tion is that it was installed in just four hours,
followed by two hours of training, with
users  working with the solution by the
same afternoon. Liddle says he worked with
Gerber Technology to develop the Yunique-
PLM FS-Edition, specifically designed for
leaner companies looking to implement a

PLM system without incurring an expen-
sive and time-consuming startup. 

While YuniquePLM scales to meet the
needs of companies such as Burberry and
Cutter and Buck, it is also perfectly suited
to smaller and leaner operations. 

“With this economy, you have to nim-
ble and responsive,” says Liddle. 

And going from implementation to pro-
duction use in one day? That proves mag-
ical experiences aren’t just for children.3

— Jordan K. Speer

The uniform industry has historically been extremely traditional,
but Perfection Uniforms has made a point of bucking the trend

by introducing new innovations each year. Its most recent is an
eco-responsible polyester-cotton blend fabric that is comprised
of recycled fibers.

Perfection Uniforms is a relatively young manufacturing com-
pany, having established its roots in 2002. In a very short time the
company has made a name for itself with the introduction of its
innovative MTX-EcoSeries uniforms, created from recycled
polyester. This twill polyester/cotton blend is made with the use
of REPREVE recycled polyester, a unique combination of post-
consumer and post-industrial waste that is third-party certified
for recycled content claims by Scientific Certification Systems
(SCS). (REPREVE is a trademark of Unifi Inc.)

Each MTX-EcoSeries garment conserves the equivalent of one
quart of gasoline and diverts four to five 16-ounce plastic bottles
from oceans and landfills. Even with its eco-friendly attributes,
the MTX-EcoSeries retains great construction features and fabric
functionality. For example, its 3DT (3 Dimensional Technology)
enables the surface of the fabric to repel liquids while the inside
of the fabric wicks moisture away from the body. 

“Also, superior color depth and retention makes our uniforms
slower to fade,” says Miranda Brock, the company’s marketing

manager, adding that uniforms are designed to retain their shape
when stretched, and also possess a UPF 40+ rating for UV Sun Pro-
tection, which is the “highest standard for apparel,” she says.

The polyester/cotton MTX-EcoSeries (previously known as
MatrixSeries) hit the marketplace in spring 2009 at the NAUMD
(North American Association of Uniform Manufacturers and Dis-

Perfection Uniforms
Brentwood, TN | www.perfectionuniforms.com

NOMINATED BY: Self

Knife at the ready: Perfection
Uniforms’ most recent innovation
(for which it won its 5th
consecutive UNIVATOR Award) is a
newly designed clip knife pocket
that can be accessed in one quick
motion.  

Lori Liddle, Dina Alhadeff and
Amy Grealish launched Chasing
Fireflies to bring the magic of
childhood alive for kids and
their parents — at a price
“accessible to all.” The three
women also were awarded Inc.
5000’s Top 10 Women
Entrepreneurs award last year. 
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tributors) industry trade show, “and we’ve
been pioneering eco-responsibility in this
niche of the uniform industry ever since,”
says Miranda Brock, the company’s mar-
keting manager. 

Other brands, including Hanes and
Patagonia, and even uniform companies
such as Cintas, have already adopted the
fabric into their offerings, says Brock, but
“Perfection Uniforms is the only company
using it in uniforms for law enforcement,
fire and departments of natural resources,”
says Brock. “We also outfit a few transit
companies in the MTX-EcoSeries pants.”  

The company’s use of the fabric earned
it a 2010 UNIVATOR Award (an industry
award given by UniformMarket, a North-
brook, Ill.-based e-commerce network-
ing agency for innovation). “Pioneering an
eco-responsible uniform has enabled the

product we make to become much more
than just a garment purchase. … It’s an
investment in a greater good,” says Brock.
“Environmental consciousness is compat-
ible with any governmental agency’s mis-
sion, and taxpayers recognize and appreciate
such an initiative.”

Keeping a keen eye on environmental
stewardship across its business, Perfection
Uniforms is mindful to “recycle everything
we possibly can,” says Brock. For example,
the company prints its marketing materi-
als locally on FSC-approved paper using
low-VOC, vegetable-based inks on recy-
cled paper, and also works to use less paper
overall.  “We’re also mindful of being energy
efficient in our operations. Thanks to these
efforts, Nashville Post recognized us last fall
as one of the ‘50 Greenest Companies in
Middle Tennessee.’”

These accolades and customer satisfac-
tion have pushed Perfection Uniforms to
dig deeper for other ways to innovate. The
success of the MTX-EcoSeries prompted
the company to reintroduce its poly-
ester/cotton poplin shirts as a similar PIN-
EcoSeries. Meanwhile, it is also making
strides from a functionality standpoint. The
newest project: a new patented clip knife
pocket located on the pleat of its MTX-
EcoSeries pants’ cargo pocket.  

“A lot of our customers were carrying
their knives in their front pockets or inside
of their cargo pockets. Not only was it awk-
ward for them, but in emergency situations,
precious seconds were lost fumbling for the
knife,” Block reported. “This special pocket
allows them to now access their clip knife
in one quick motion.”3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

When Under Armour athletes are asked to “protect this house,”
they respond, “I will.” So it’s no surprise that when the man-

ufacturer and retailer of high-performance athletic apparel, acces-
sories and footwear found itself with a need to reach mobile
consumers, its response also was “I will.”

Under Armour, based in the waterfront Locust Point neigh-
borhood of Baltimore, turned to retail mobile commerce provider
Digby to roll out a mobile website across several smartphone plat-
forms, including iPhone, iPad, BlackBerry and Android. “We
selected Digby because they could get us to market quickly with
limited investment by internal resources,” says John Rogers, vice
president/general manager of global e-commerce for Under Armour.
“We needed a partner that would be able to deliver a solution that
matched well with our brand and provided the depth of key fea-
tures that would give our mobile consumers what they were look-
ing for.”

Partnering with Digby is Under Armour’s first foray in mobile
commerce, as it previously did not have a dedicated mobile site.
When users pull up www.underarmour.com in their smartphones’
browsers, they will find large product images, search functional-
ity, FAQs, ratings and reviews, the option to share to Facebook,
store locator, order tracking and other features. Provided that a
customer has already established an account with Under Armour,
he or she can browse and buy in 60 seconds or less.

“One of the greatest features of the mobile site is the integra-
tion into our order management system,” explains Rogers. “Our

customers can shop the mobile site and
find the same products that they would
on our commerce site, purchase any
product that we sell and pull preferences
and information from their accounts to
make checking out easy.”

The mobile site, which Under Armour and Digby launched in
four months, has already boosted sales and customer engagement.
“A meaningful amount of traffic is coming in through our m-site
and more and more e-mails are being reviewed by smartphones
as well,” reports Rogers. “Our mobile site has allowed us to
convert that traffic into customers at a very good clip.”

Indeed, the retailer points to a measurable impact since unveil-
ing the site. “Launching our mobile site provided immediate results
for us in mobile revenue and we have seen steady increases …
as we have refined our strategy to market to the mobile consumer,”
says Rogers. 

Going forward, “we plan to spend time strengthening our
search capabilities on the mobile site to drive more relevant results,”
he adds.3

— Jessica Binns

Under Armour
Baltimore, MD | www.underarmour.com

NOMINATED BY: Digby | www.digby.com

Busy athletes can use their smartphones
to pull up Under Armour’s Digby-powered
mobile commerce site and shop on the
go for apparel and other gear to help
them “protect this house.”



A t some point you’ve surely had the expe-
rience of receiving a “flat tire” from some

nearby pedestrian who came a little too
close. And if by chance you’d been wear-
ing a pair of Gabrielle Alexandra sandals
at that moment, you might have felt like
the cosmos was in on the joke. 

That’s because Gabrielle Alexandra
Yacoob, founder of the eponymously named
shoe business, fashions the soles of her
high-fashion sandals out of recycled tires. 

Gabrielle Alexandra is a progressive
business that grew out of the founder’s
experience volunteering summers abroad
at the Mother Teresa Hospice for termi-
nally ill orphans in Peru, and getting a close-
up look at the dire state of the environment
in the poor areas of the country. After grad-
uating into a slouching economy from
the Annenberg program at USC, Yacoob
decided to combine her fashion creativity

with her desire to do something both envi-
ronmentally and socially responsible.  

By manufacturing her shoe soles in Peru
out of 100 percent recycled tires, which are
then lined with high-quality leather, the
company is able to give back to the com-
munity in multiple ways — by providing
jobs to some of the poorest citizens of Lima,
by giving 10 percent of all company prof-
its to the Mother Teresa Hospice and by
turning environmental “eyesores” — piles
of discarded tires — into items of “beauty
and utility,” and providing jobs to local arti-
sans, who comprise some of the poorest
citizens of Lima. 

“We are proud to present our unique
line of shoes that use discarded tires as com-
ponents in their fabrication,” says Yacoob.
“Look at them, wear them and you are good
to go for 20,000 miles without a blowout!”3

— Jordan K. Speer

Gabrielle Alexandra
Los Angeles, CA | www.gabriellealexandra.com

NOMINATED BY: nuOrder Technologies, T&L Associates & Self | www.nuordertech.com, www.tlassoc.com

Gabrielle Alexandra high-fashion sandals are
made from recycled tires and lined with
leather. Fans say they aren’t surprised by the
number of heads they turn when wearing the
striking footwear.

Abercrombie & Fitch has built its reputa-
tion and fame by using sex appeal and

shock to market its preppy and casual apparel,
not only to the 20-something crowd, but
to the tween and kid sets as well. (In fact,
at press time, the company was fielding
controversy around its decision to sell padded
swimsuit tops under its Abercrombie Kids
banner.) 

It is this formula that continues to fuel
the company’s popularity among consumers,
and thus, its latest expansion plans. This
time the company is focused on interna-
tional growth, a factor that is pushing Aber-
crombie & Fitch to take a stringent look
at how to utilize its supply chain network
on a global basis. 

The 118-year-old retailer has been
acknowledged for operating a top-notch

internal system that expertly managed trans-
actions, communicated with vendors and
streamlined its supply chain operations
to fulfill assortments across more than 1,000
stores. However, as the chain continued to
grow and consumer demand increased, so
did purchase orders. More importantly,
Abercrombie & Fitch knew it couldn’t afford
to lose its pulse shipments between the
suppliers, stores and even those generated
through its e-commerce channel. 

And once the company set its sights on
going global, it also had to create a new
strategy that would manage costs and
improve visibility into transactions that
were about to increase exponentially. The
first steps toward its goal began during the
installation of the chain’s enterprise resource
planning (ERP) system, a project that sup-

ported more consistent processes around
purchase order creation. 

“This step proved to be key to improv-
ing efficiency and accuracy across our entire
supply chain,” explained Abercrombie’s
senior vice president of supply chain, John
Singleton. “Using this new, more effi-
cient purchase order process, Abercrom-
bie was able to confidently roll out carton-
and order-level Advance Ship Notice require-
ments to all vendors — previously, only 75
percent were able to comply.”

The company was already inundated
with ASNs, and these documents surged
even more when it began its international
expansion. When the chain opened its first
U.K.-based store in 2007, it doubled its pur-
chase orders and related ASNs. The chain
fulfilled these assortments through its exist-

Abercrombie & Fitch
New Albany, OH | www.abercrombie.com

NOMINATED BY: TradeCard | www.tradecard.com
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ing Ohio-based distribution center until
it opened a new facility in the Netherlands
in May 2009. 

After that DC opened, ASNs increased
by another third — putting even more pres-
sure on supply chain processes. And things
were about to get even tougher as the com-
pany prepared for further international
expansion throughout Asia. In fact, the
company currently is planning to enter at
least three new countries in Asia by the end
of this year. 

Singleton knew the easiest way to tackle
this challenge was to insist on a purchase
order discipline that defined prices, dates
and other key data to help build a man-
agement by exception process and facili-
tate three-way matching. He chose to migrate

the retailer’s supply network onto cloud-
based platforms, including a software-as-
a-service (SaaS) solution from New York
City-based TradeCard that could facili-
tate transactions, automate workflows and
improve vendor communication and col-
laboration. Abercrombie began using the
TradeCard solution in April of last year.

Users log into a secure web portal to
access the application and manage infor-
mation, such as when ASNs are tendered
and cleared, and how many units are ordered.
“Simultaneously, our vendors can access
and make revisions to the same data. Since
it is integrated with our accounts payable
and financials systems, supplier partners
know when ASNs are fulfilled and paid,”
he said. “The solution’s three-way match

process has allowed Abercrombie to man-
age the huge purchase order spike with no
headcount increases.”

The platform also supports an early pay
discount program for suppliers. Currently
20 percent of suppliers take advantage of
the program, he said.

“We look forward to using the solution
even more going forward, especially as our
business gets increasingly complex,” Sin-
gleton said. “SaaS solutions are reliant on
innovation, and we look forward to taking
advantage of what the platform will con-
tinue to offer.”3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

Over the past decade, Massif Mountain Gear Company has trans-
formed the look and feel of flame-resistant clothing with inno-

vative fabrics and forward-thinking designs, offering a new generation
of high-end gear that provides protection without sacrificing
comfort or performance. Massif works closely with the Army, Air
Force, Marines and Coast Guard to develop new fabrics and gar-
ments and has supplied scores of aviators, ground troops, special
operations forces and other military personnel with advanced
hot- and cold-weather flame-resistant clothing. Its gear can be
the difference between life and death for professionals on the
front lines of danger. 

So how does the world’s largest supplier of flame-resistant, high-
performance apparel to the military, law enforcement, search and
rescue professionals and wildland firefighters ensure it’s delivering
the very best product to some of the world’s most hazardous
occupations? Massif employs a strong management team, focuses
on sourcing the very best materials, manages a robust network of
supply chain partners, pays close attention to compliance issues,
and delivers on its commitment to produce the best gear possible. 

But behind all of the leading-edge products, Massif focuses on
two important aspects — technology and innovation. And to for-
tify this focus, Massif implemented TEXbase as its materials test-
ing tool in summer 2010 to streamline its quality assurance and
compliance processes, ensuring that only the best possible
products make the cut. 

Jeff Bowman, Massif COO, says the solution simplifies work-
flow and allows for supply chain collaboration that encourages
innovation while at the same time maintaining the highest lev-
els of product quality. 

With TEXbase’s Compliance module, Massif can ensure that
its testing procedures and standards are consistent throughout
the company. The module offers other key benefits, such as quickly
creating comparison reports to analyze test data, which helps to
identify trends in development and products. And TEXbase’s dash-
board visibility enables quick access and insight into test status,
test volume and other key performance indicators. 

“Our stringent documentation and reporting processes com-
bined with the volume of testing we do to ensure fabric safety
required a more streamlined and efficient method for inputting
data and ensuring 100 percent accuracy in reporting,” says Lorie
List, director of communications for Massif.

“TEXBase has easily doubled efficiencies for testing — it
takes half the time now for these processes compared to how we
were doing things prior to implementation,” she adds. “This time
savings has increased the amount of work we are able to complete
each week without having to add employees to do so.” 3

—Jessica Binns

Massif Mountain Gear
Ashland, OR | www.massif.com

NOMINATED BY: TEXbase | www.texbase.com

Massif’s flame-resistant apparel protects professionals working in
some of the world’s most hazardous environments. TEXbase’s
Compliance module helps Massif ensure that each garment meets
rigorous standards — and cuts the testing time in half. 
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Ever been surprised to look back at the
policeman you just passed on the street

and find a  policewoman standing there
instead? It’s an easy mistake to make. Polic-
ing is still very much a male-dominated
profession, but another factor contributing
to the mix-ups is the fact that police uni-
forms traditionally have not been designed
to accommodate the female shape.

Enter the new Horace Small Comfort
Cool-Flex® Revised Function Fit™ Female
Pant, designed — by women — specifically
with the female officer in mind. “The female
officer has long been overlooked for defin-
ing fit,” says Shannon North, VF Imagewear
Merchandising. “In the past, this sector of
the market has been purchasing men’s pants.”

North says that past attempts by some
companies to address this issue have been
less than successful because of the use of
male slopers (base patterns) that do not
accommodate the female shape.

By contrast, the new pants by Horace
Small are designed to fit the contours of a
female frame with a lower front rise and a
modest back rise that allow for a full range

of motion, provide comfort and eliminate
gapping, while still supporting the female
officer’s duty belt weight. 

The pants utilize the Horace Small Com-
fort Cool-Flex® Waistband, which was devel-
oped in partnership with QST Industries
Inc. The waistband is made from a supple
stretch material that incorporates silicone
for shirttail stability, as well as for retaining
the integrity of the waistband construction,
which can extend from two inches to four
inches as needed, enabling a custom fit along

the torso for the four
major women’s body

types: hourglass, apple, rectangle and pear.
“We are proud to clothe the men and

women of the police force. Our goal is to
keep them cool and comfortable under pres-
sure, so that they can focus on the job at
hand,” says North, adding, “We want them
to look good and feel good, and the new
Function Fit™  pant for women gives female
officers the fit and comfort they need on
the job.”3

— Jordan K. Speer

Horace Small
Nashville, TN | www.horacesmall.com

NOMINATED BY: Self

The new Horace Small Comfort Cool-Flex®
Function Fit™ Female Pant was designed
specifically to accommodate the shape of a
female police officer while also keeping her
cool and comfortable under pressure.

In the 20 years since its inception, Silver Jeans, a
subsidiary of Western Glove Works, has grown

into a $100-million denim empire with its apparel
sold on five continents. The company planned to
expand its product lines in 2010 to include launch-
ing a collection of men’s tops in the fall and increas-
ing the assortment of men’s and women’s denim
apparel for new international markets. 

With a slew of new products in the pipeline,
Silver Jeans knew it needed a technology solution
to help manage its forthcoming initiatives, as its

product data management system at the time was
largely ineffective. “The old PDM system was only
able to accommodate criteria creations and did not
link any information throughout the development
process,” explains Mark Lamont, vice president of
apparel services for Western Glove Works. “The new
solution had to provide visibility across the entire
organization — including trading partners — and
provide central document storage.”

Silver Jeans found its solution in Centric Soft-
ware, deploying the company’s product specifi-
cation, product sourcing, calendar management
and life planning modules across all product lines.
Lamont got his users involved in the selection

Silver Jeans
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada | www.silverjeans.com

NOMINATED BY: Centric Software | www.centricsoftware.com

Centric’s PLM system enables Silver Jeans’ design
team to spend less time tracking data and more time
identifying styles and trends.



process and they found Centric’s PLM
to be “the most user-friendly, straight-
forward system.” 

Another selling point: ease of imple-
mentation. Silver Jeans completed the first
stage of implementation in 14 weeks — a
record for Centric at the time. The Silver
Jeans team also was able to make a clean
transition from the old product manage-
ment system to Centric’s PLM. “We had
confidence in our team, and in Centric,”
Lamont says. “We felt we did not need to
run the two systems in parallel.” 

The denim company has realized sub-
stantial savings of both time and money as
a result of the new implementation “The
Centric solution has accomplished our two
goals — visibility across the organization
and central document storage — which has
allowed us to move much of the data entry
to our trading partners while giving us com-
plete visibility,” Lamont explains. “We
have added ladies’ and men’s tops to our

assortment, increased the number of SKUs
in ladies’ and extended and at the same
time reduced staff by 10 percent.” 

Centric’s translation capabilities also
have helped significantly with Silver Jeans’
Chinese vendors. “The Centric PLM sys-
tem localizes pre-set information on the
document packages, so information prints
out in Mandarin at Chinese suppliers,”
Lamont explains, and this enables more
time to be spent on actual product devel-
opment activity.

With Centric PLM, the design team now
can create a bill of materials to estimate cost
and determine a target price before receiv-
ing a sample. “The added work might be
five percent up front,” explains Lamont,
“but it results in a time savings of up to
15 percent in the long run.” Designers
are also completing more development
work during the sample process, which
enables Silver Jeans and its staff to spend
more time considering trends and style

identification, instead of tracking data. “We
are accomplishing more work within the
same time period and believe that we will
slowly reduce the total numbers of days
over next year as well,” adds Lamont.

Silver Jeans’ inventory management has
also improved. Centric enables greater vis-
ibility into every aspect of the process, and
with the use of digital signatures, allows
for greater control and better inventory esti-
mating and usage, by as much as 20 per-
cent, according to Lamont. 

And in the newly paperless environ-
ment, the “single source of truth” that
Centric’s software enables helps Silver
Jeans to eliminate extra documentation
and files. “Because everyone — including
suppliers — is able to look at the same
information, the volume of back-and-forth
email traffic has declined significantly,”
Lamont says.3

— Jessica Binns
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When a company promotes “no mini-
mums, same day shipping and ‘light-

ning-fast’ delivery,” it better have the
operations to back up these statements. For
Teamwork Athletic Apparel, this isn’t lip
service — it’s business as usual. And with
the help of an automated cutting solution
that streamlines customized and standard
orders, Teamwork Athletic Apparel’s cus-
tomers have truly become fans of the com-
pany’s “Beyond Exceptional” customer
service.

Teamwork Athletic has been a successful
player in the athletic apparel industry for
more than 20 years. Starting from scratch,
this family-owned business has grown into
a leading manufacturer of quality in-stock
and custom athletic uniforms, outerwear
and fan wear for men, women and chil-
dren. Its inventory consists of 30,000 SKUs
and 700 different styles, and it only dis-
tributes uniforms through its network of
authorized dealers. Because it keeps the
highest-demand items on hand, the com-
pany is able to fill any size order with min-
imal production requirements. 

Upping the ante even further, the com-
pany revolutionizes the idea of “custom
uniforms” through its ADV division. The
easy-to-use online partner allows ath-
letes to design their own uniforms, from
sport, cut and color, to design, fabric and
graphics. Shoppers can also upload cus-
tom colors and logos with a simple click
of the mouse. Whether they place an order
for one player or an entire team, Team-
work Athletic promises to produce gar-
ments within 14 business days, with a
seven-business-day option available. 

Providing the “lightning fast, beyond
exceptional” service that its web site boasts
requires that the company stays on task with
meeting customers’ customized orders and
expectations. At the heart of this process is
an innovative cutting machine from Lectra. 

Lectra’s automated cutting technology
is an intelligent solution that integrates with
other CAD software to automate pro-
gramming and production of quality mer-
chandise. The company leverages its Optiplan
cut order planning and optimization solu-
tion to create precise instructions and accu-

rate information for improved decision mak-
ing. Each instruction is compared to estab-
lished guidelines and project priorities, from
marker selection through spreading and
cutting, offering an optimized plan that pro-
duces the lowest cost and the most efficient
cut plan possible.

By organizing products in such a way
as to make filling orders as efficient as pos-
sible, Teamwork Athletic is able to mini-
mize the amount of time it takes to collect
items to fill orders. The technology helps
the company keep records of what items
are ordered most often, and it keeps those
items on hand, so that they only have to
produce items that are truly custom or for
which there is lower demand.

Most importantly, the technology enables
the company to deliver a uniform in any
size or style, and meet the satisfaction and
demand of every customer, and as its web
site states, “get players in the game.”3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

Teamwork Athletic Apparel
San Marcos, CA | www.teamworkathletic.com

NOMINATED BY: Lectra | www.lectra.com

G randoe, a manufacturer of apparel, footwear
and accessories for outdoor lifestyles, is based in

Gloversville, N.Y., a town three-and-a-half hours north
of New York City that was once the glove capital of
the world and supplied 90 percent of the gloves sold
in the United States. It’s fitting, then, that a com-
pany in the original glove hotbed has come up with
an innovative idea for a ski glove designed to keep
the wearer’s hands warm.

Long interested in the potential of inflatable tech-
nology as insulation for gloves, Grandoe tapped its
experience in glove design and manufacturing to guide
the development of a bladder system to deliver enhanced
thermal protection, range of motion, freedom of move-

ment, wrist enforcement, adjustable thermal prop-
erties and an optimized weight-to-warmth ratio.

The bladder in Grandoe’s cutting-edge Kinetic
glove allows wearers to “control the elements”
and inflate the product with argon gas to increase
warmth during colder weather or release some

argon as temperatures rise. 
Grandoe’s Kinetic glove is powered by NobleTek, a

technology created by Klymit that harnesses the proper-

Pump it up: The bladder in Grandoe’s cutting-edge
Kinetic glove allows wearers to “control the elements”

and inflate the product with argon gas to increase warmth
during colder weather or release some argon as
temperatures rise. 

Grandoe
Gloversville, NY | www.grandoe.com

NOMINATED BY: Klymit | www.klymit.com
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ties of argon gas — contained in an inflatable bladder — to
serve as insulation. The gas is 20 percent warmer than fiber fill and
three times warmer than air, according to Cory Tholl, director of
product development for Klymit. It’s also safe, non-flammable
and eco-friendly.

Klymit originally developed the NobleTek concept to be incor-
porated into a vest, and translating the technology into the smaller,
more complex form factor of a glove was challenging. “The main
issue was: how do we keep the dexterity so that you can bend your
fingers and pick things up?” says Tholl. Richard Zuckerwar, Gran-
doe’s vice president of sales and a fifth-generation principal of the
company, says perfecting the fit was a top concern, along with
ensuring the argon gas bladder didn’t leak. 

Adding insulation to the palm of the glove would restrict move-
ment too much, so the Klymit design team chose to run the
bladder filled with argon gas over the back of the hand and all the
way up through the backs of the fingers. Klymit co-developed the
bladder with Grandoe, exploring materials such as ripstop nylons
which are lightweight and durable before opting for a 50d poly-
ester with a 0.05-inch-thick thermoplastic polyurethane liner that

contains the gas. “50d has a nice stretch to it so it would move
with your hand, yet it’s durable so you don’t have to worry
about punctures,” explains Tholl. The seams of the bladder are
welded to ensure a gas-tight seal.

The Kinetic glove leverages a proprietary Grandoe softshell
called Velocity that’s water resistant, form-fitting and provides
four-way stretch.

Klymit CEO and founder Nate Adler discovered the glove pro-
vides some protection against injuries when he took a pair up on a
mountain last year. “It has padding on the back of the hand so if you
get wacked by a ski pole, you’ve got some protection,” Tholl explains.
“It’s stiff around the wrist so there’s more support there, too.”

Available later in 2011, the Kinetic glove — currently only in
men’s sizes — will retail for $225, making it a pricey invest-
ment. “This glove is for a techie, someone who likes good ideas
and who loves to have the newest, latest gear,” says Zuckerwar.
“There are a lot of electric gloves in the market, but with those
you might have warranty problems and battery problems. The
gas is foolproof.”3

— Jessica Binns

Ask any woman about her least favorite pastime, and chances
she will say, “bra shopping!” Thankfully, Maidenform has made

an art out of raising the bar with innovations that ease the pain
of buying a bra.

The soon-to-be 90-year-old company started as a dress shop
in 1922. The company began its journey into undergarments when
the store’s two owners, Enid Bissett and Ida Rosenthal, decided
to add an inner lift structure to their designs. Their reason: it would
look better over the natural contours of a woman’s bust compared
to the era’s traditional flowing flapper look. 

The designs became so popular that customers started asking
to purchase the inner elements separately to wear under their
other clothes. The team responded to the requests, and when they
launched their first brassiere in 1924, Maidenform was born. 

Over the years, the company achieved many “firsts,” includ-
ing creating the modern seamed uplift bra in 1925; adjustable
straps and strap fasteners in 1942; two-way stretch foam cups,
and, while it may be a little unconventional, it even designed
carrier pigeon slings and army parachutes for the government dur-
ing the War. 

In 2011, Maidenform is at it again, this time helping shoppers
take the guesswork out of finding their ideal bra size. Called the
Adjusts-To-Me™ collection, “the innovation will virtually change
the way women shop and experience intimates,” said Lucille
DeHart, the company’s chief marketing officer. “Most women find
bras and shapewear to be difficult categories to understand and,

as such, often make the wrong purchase decisions in selecting
size, shape or silhouette, and control levels.”

Maidenform’s Adjusts-To-Me collection promises to eliminate
these challenges with revolutionary technology that allows the
garments to stretch and recover seven times more than traditional
intimates pieces. “This is the innovation that guarantees that
our products will fit,” she said. 

This collection of bras will be offered in three simple sizes;
shapewear in two, and pants in one. The concept behind the idea:
to create a better fitting garment that compensates for a woman’s
changing body — from weight gain to normal fluctuations. 

New yarn technology and elastics are engineered in the fab-
rics so they stretch while maintaining their recovery and sup-
port. Cup releases allow for multiple sizes in one cup, and the
fabric is shiny and soft to the touch. 4

Maidenform
Iselin, NJ | www.maidenform.com

NOMINATED BY: Self

Maidenform’s new Adjusts To Me collection features technology that
allows the garments to stretch and recover seven times more than
traditional intimates pieces.
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The hipster and g-string panty collection uses similar new fab-
ric technologies and garment construction so one size will adjust
to every woman’s body for a custom-made fit. High-stretch
adjustable fabric has a forgiving waist and leg treatment and con-
struction. 

Flexees® by Maidenform shapewear also uses the new yarn
technology for high performance stretch and recovery. The entire
Adjusts to Me collection features style-forward designs that shape
and control without restricting movement and are comfortable to
wear every day for control.

High Lycra® content supports the stretch-to-fit styling, an inno-
vation it gained by partnering with the brand’s parent company,
Invista. This fabric engineering allows the garments to be more
forgiving across all size ranges.

“We debuted the concept to the industry in February, and deliv-
eries will ship the second half of the year, timed for October in
store presentation,” said DeHart. 

The portfolio will be featured on the company’s website and
in outlet stores, as well as in department stores, chain stores,
and mass retailers in more than 60 countries. Maidenform also
operates carts and kiosks located in regional malls. This new
format is a great way to educate consumers about shapewear by
presenting product in a focused way. The kiosks are staffed by
Maidenform fit experts, allowing consumers access to personal
and professional fit advice.

In addition to the latest milestone, Maidenform has several
new innovations on the horizon. 

“We will be debuting a new line of smart fabric intimates
during our May market,” said DeHart. “Among those new items
are garments that think for you, mitigate heat with our cool
form technology, slim you and reduce cellulite.”

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

Can you name an apparel retailer with a million online stores?
Prep Sportswear, a Seattle-based online retailer of customized

apparel, oversees at least that many web outlets. Its bread and
butter traditionally has been with high school sports teams and
their fans but recently the company has expanded into colleges
and military markets, offering t-shirts, sweatpants, hats and more. 

“We’ve often said we’re a tech company disguised by t-shirts,”
says Dena Becker, director of marketing for Prep Sportswear. “I
think the really innovative thing about us is that we are rethink-
ing how retail is done.” 

Prep Sportswear has more than 130,000 high school and ele-
mentary school stores; more than 3,000 college stores; several hun-
dred military, fraternity and sorority stores; and 900,000 team
stores. It partners with team hosting sites — such as League-
Lineup.com and TeamSnap.com — and provides instant online
stores for each team that signs up on these sites. New teams are
formed every day and so the number of stores grows continuously.
Prep Sportwear says it also offers the widest range of customiz-
able brands, including Holloway, Ogio, Patagonia and Quiksil-
ver, and allows customers to import their own designs if none of
the company’s options fits the bill.

The company is built on internal, propriety technology devel-
oped by its CTO and his team of developers. From the outset, Prep
Sportswear wanted to integrate marketing, the website, report-
ing, purchasing, production and manufacturing into a single robust
platform. “To my knowledge, we are the only apparel retailer that
builds its own technology and then maintains everything in-house,”
Becker says. “It’s somewhat backwards and upside-down from
most apparel companies, but it works for us.”

For example, Prep Sportswear has its own in-house photo stu-
dio and uses product photo management software — developed
internally, of course — to quickly transfer images from its cameras
to the e-commerce site in a few simple steps. But the company does
rely on outside vendors for a few “non-core functions.” What Counts
handles email marketing; Google Adwords and Microsoft AdCen-
ter manage search marketing; and Google Merchant Center and
Google webmaster enable web and commerce activities. 

Prep Sportswear’s technology is built to be scalable. Its basic
store template features tools that enable the company to edit the
merchandising mix, designs and online store presentation accord-
ing to channel and partner, all the way down to the store level.

And what about inventory? Well, Prep Sportswear owns …
none. It operates on a just-in-time inventory basis. The com-
pany has nurtured relationships with its vendors such that it can
offer long-tail product selection for each of its more than 1 mil-
lion stores. “Most retailers have to inventory every product for
every school, college, etc. on their website,” explains Becker. “With
more than a million stores, this would be nearly impossible.”

Prep Sportswear
Seattle, WA | www.prepsportswear.com

NOMINATED BY: Self

Customers come to Prep Sportwear through one of its million-plus
online stores and can choose from myriad designs for customized
hats, shirts, sweatpants and more. 
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The Prep Sportswear site dynamically changes a product’s color,
design and text based on the particular store a customer hap-
pens to visit. When an order is placed, the Prep Sportswear ven-
dor receives a blank product order (a blank t-shirt or hoodie, for
example) while the system generates the product design. Next,
the product arrives in Prep Sportswear’s Seattle plant and is matched
up with the appropriate design, which is printed or embroidered
onto the garment. Finally, the finished product is shipped to the
customer and — perhaps most impressive — the whole process
takes just five business days.

As such, Prep Sportswear by necessity embraces lean manu-
facturing, starting the manufacturing process only when a cus-
tomer places an order. The company’s technology enables product

designs to be batched in such a way that Prep Sportswear maxi-
mizes raw materials, minimizes inks and optimizes the workflow.
“The on-demand production has enabled us to offer more prod-
ucts because we have less exposure to inventory or manufactur-
ing risks,” adds Becker. Each item includes a barcode so Prep
Sportwear can monitor where any given order is at any point dur-
ing the production process.

“In the past, retailers used technology as a tool that enabled
them to sell more or move products from one place to another,”
says Becker. “At Prep Sportswear, the technology is what makes
our product possible.”3

— Jessica Binns 

Founded in 1856, Burberry has come a
long way from its roots as a maker of

durable outdoor gear. The brand, famous
for its iconic trench coat, is one of the best-
known luxury fashion companies in the
world, and, indeed, is currently the most-
liked of any upscale apparel brands on
Facebook with more than 5.5 million likes
and followers. Burberry continues to push
the envelope not only with its fashion
designs but also with digital innovation.
Since 2006, the company has worked with
Gerber Technology to closely manage prod-
uct lifecycle management, enabling the
brand to take a design from concept to exe-
cution to market quickly enough to keep
pace with ever-demanding consumers.  

This capability is crucial as
Burberry seeks to bring a more
interactive and immersive brand
experience to its customers — and
it is very much succeeding. In Feb-
ruary 2010, Burberry simulcast its
Autumn/Winter 2010/2011 women’s
fashion show in 3D from Lon-

don to events in Dubai, Los Angeles, New
York, Paris and Tokyo, which Burberry
reports is the first such accomplishment for
any brand. The Burberry women’s
Autumn/Winter 2011/2012 show also was
streamed onto the giant Coca-Cola screen
in London’s Piccadilly Circus, which is seen
by roughly 1.2 million viewers each week
—another first for any brand. Following
the runway show, viewers could download
music from the show via iTunes-powered
technology on Burberry.com.

All of Burberry’s shows are streamed
live and allow viewers to comment on the
runway action in real time via Facebook
and Twitter. The brand invited Joe Zee, cre-
ative director of Elle magazine, and fash-

ion blogger Bryanboy to appropriate the
Burberry global Twitter account and tweet
the Prorsum collection. Also, customers
could order apparel — via the iPad — from
Burberry’s September and February cat-
walk events immediately following the close
of the show, enabling a greater sense of
instant gratification.

In February 2011 Burberry
launched Burberry.com in China.
That same month, the brand
launched on two Facebook-equiv-
alent Chinese sites (Kaixin001 and
Douban) with more than 2,000
fans; a YouTube-equivalent Chi-
nese site (Youku) with more than
1,300 views; and a Twitter-equiv-
alent Chinese site (Sina Weibo)
with more than 500 fans.3

— Jessica Binns

See Gerber’s ad on page 9.

Viewers in London’s Picadilly Circus
were treated to a live streaming of
Burberry’s Autumn/Winter
2010/2011 runway show on the
giant Coca-Cola screen.

Burberry’s Runway to Reality initiative allowed
iPad-equipped consumers to purchase looks
from the Spring/Summer 2011 Prorsum
collection immediately following the catwalk
show. 

Burberry
London, UK | us.burberry.com

NOMINATED BY: Gerber Technology | www.gerbertechnology.com

http://www.gerbertechnology.com
http://us.burberry.com/store/?WT.srch=1
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P icture this. It’s the week before the Super Bowl and you’re at
the grocery store. As you stroll past the clerk stocking inven-

tory, you’re suddenly reminded — by the large advertisement cov-
ering the entire back of his uniform — that you’d better stock up
on chips. A quick snap with your smartphone and you’ve just saved
a dollar. Two weeks later you pass the same clerk, same uniform
— different promotion. Now you’re headed toward the chocolate
hearts and have just registered to win a dozen roses. 

In its 91-year history Superior Uniform Group has repeatedly
shown a willingness to bring new innovations to the uniform
industry, and even to go outside of it, as it did several years ago.
Upon identifying a good opportunity to supplement office oper-
ations, the company launched Office Gurus, a call center based in
El Salvador. 

Most recently, Superior is shaking things up with its newly
formed everyBODY media® division, which, through a licensing
agreement with Eyelevel InteractiveTM LLC, is combining digital
and smartphone technology (Mobile Action Codes) and image
apparel at the point of purchase.

Beyond comfort and utility for your employees, beyond
brand management, this new uniform is designed to be an
interactive, revenue-boosting component of a business, says Michael
Benstock, CEO. 

This is how it works. The uniforms allow fabric panels (a Switch-
it TM) to be placed on the garment using a patented attaching sys-
tem that makes them easily interchangeable, creating a new
advertising medium. The panels themselves contain brand mes-
saging and smartphone EI TagsTM (patented Mobile Action Codes)
that, when scanned by a consumer with a smartphone, will imme-
diately take the shopper to a related website that may contain
coupons, additional product information, loyalty points, games or
other items.

Dubbed iPOPSTM, the system (uniform and Switch-it panel with
the EI Tag) puts increased opportunity for promotion, interac-
tion and ultimately happier customers and more sales right in the
hands — or on the backs — of big box retail, food service, enter-
tainment venues or any other businesses whose employees reg-
ularly come into contact with the customer base. 

iPOPS lets businesses easily rotate promotions right at the point
of purchase, says Benstock, and interaction isn’t just limited to the
EI Tag and smartphone, he says. “Wearing promotions encour-
ages interactivity with the store team members as well, provid-
ing additional opportunities for customer service and brand building.”

Says Benstock: “With the everyBODY media division, cus-
tomers now can take an often overlooked but widely accepted
expense item, the uniform, and turn it into a significant revenue
generator.”

It might also save your Super Bowl party.3

— Jordan K. Speer

Superior Uniform Group
Seminole, FL | www.superioruniformgroup.com

NOMINATED BY: Self

Superior is shaking things up — combining digital and smartphone
technology and image apparel at the point of purchase.

Perry Ellis International credits much of its success to develop-
ing and maintaining a strong global brand and a loyal customer

base. An important element of this success is its effective use of
technology to automate key areas of its business.

Whether at the manufacturing level or as part of the cus-
tomer shopping experience, Perry Ellis recognizes the importance
of how innovative technology plays a significant role in a com-
pany’s competitive strategy. At the heart of Perry Ellis’ strategy

is a new transportation management system that scales to the
growing company’s needs and creates more cost-effective ship-
ment plans. 

Perry Ellis is a powerhouse manufacturer that features a
portfolio of more than 30  brands, including licenses of brands
such as  Pierre Cardin, PGA Tour, JAG, Nike Swim, and Callaway.
Four years ago when the company embarked on its growth plan
to reach this point, it relied on aging software to move freight and

Perry Ellis International Inc.
Miami, FL | www.pery.com

NOMINATED BY: Management Dynamics Inc. | www.managementdynamics.com
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handle exceptions worldwide. After evaluating its current needs
and anticipated growth, it was time to look to a new, more inno-
vative process. 

The company wanted a solution that could precisely calculate
bottom-line shipment costs and compare multiple routing and
service options for its service contracts, provide sophisticated audit
controls over carrier billing, deliver a quick and user friendly sys-
tem implementation, and offer the ability to seamlessly add new
functionality as the company’s needs grew. Another major require-
ment was end-to-end freight audit capabilities for all of its carrier
transactions. The solution also had to be plug-and-play so the
company could build redundancies and if there was an issue, it
would be simple to make revisions.

“Previously, we were using a third-party vendor to audit all
of our freight bills,” said Marvin Leto, the company’s vice presi-
dent of corporate logistics. “It took a long time for us to get refunds
and we found the process to be very inconsistent. We were losing
literally thousands of dollars per month in carrier overcharges and
this was just not acceptable.”

The manufacturer selected International Transportation Solu-
tion from East Rutherford, N.J.-based Management Dynamics, a
global trade management software system. The solution simpli-
fies the complexity of carrier service contracts with business rules,
then it links contracts with the carriers based on rules tariffs. The
solution automatically calculates the total bottom-line cost of a

transaction, including all surcharges, and for any timeframe. The
solution’s freight audit feature is also key in helping Perry Ellis
quickly identify and eliminate freight overcharges. 

“Using the system’s powerful search engine, the logistics team
is able to search across multiple service contracts in real time, iden-
tify all routes and service options based on specific criteria, and
select the best price and service combination — all within sec-
onds,” he explained. “It provides detailed side-by-side rate
comparisons across multiple carriers — exactly what we need to
make more informed carrier selections. Since it is an on-demand,
web-based solution, it’s fast, accurate and enables us to operate
more effectively in an environment of higher freight costs and
tightening budgets.”

Simultaneously, the company’s integrated supply chain finan-
cial system from TradeCard kicks in and processes all completed
purchase orders for vendor payment. (See “Getting Financing
on Your Customer’s Good Name” in the April issue of Apparel
to read more about how Perry Ellis’ uses the TradeCard platform
to facilitate financial transactions.)

The transportation software produced a $220,000 savings in
overcharges in the first year, “as well as other immediate bene-
fits, such as lower transportation costs,” he said. “We look for-
ward to further taking advantage of the other many features and
functionality that we have yet to explore.”3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

Marc Aurel designs a contemporary women’s
collection tailored “to the lively elegance

and radiant self-confidence” of its customers,
of whom it says, “We don’t change them, we
only boost their unique beauty day after day.”

Behind that rather tall task is a team that
values subtle glamour and individual creativity
on and off the catwalk. To keep its merchandise
flowing at a clip, Marc Aurel decided to take inno-
vative measures to improve the speed of its
supply chain, with specific attention toward
automating its packing-list creation to avoid all
manual input. 

To accomplish this task, Marc Aurel imple-
mented an item-level RFID tagging program to
enable it to track merchandise quickly and accu-
rately. Uniquely, the company chose to apply
the RFID tags not in its DC, which is the more
common practice, but to apply the tags toward
the start of the supply chain, at the factory, with
a goal of reaping the greatest financial benefit

as well as the greatest acceleration of lead times.
The company’s first step was to analyze its

supply chain processes and workflows, which
it completed in tandem with partners Setlog
and Koobra. Setlog provides the company’s
supply chain management (SCM) software,
OSCA, which Marc Aurel implemented four
years ago to increase transparency and to accel-
erate internal and external sourcing processes,
and which has resulted in  lower costs and qual-
ity improvements across its supply chain. Koo-
bra provides the scan, read and conversion
technology, ESCA, for the RFID solution. 

From there, the technology partners worked
to customize the interfaces to the RFID solu-
tion from Marc Aurel’s ERP system on one end
and its OSCA and ESCA systems on the other.
With the integration of the RFID process into

Marc Aurel
Guetersloh, Germany | www.marc-aurel.com

NOMINATED BY: Setlog | www.setlog.com

Marc Aurel designs a contemporary women’s
collection tailored “to the lively elegance and
radiant self-confidence” of its customers.

http://www.setlog.com
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the supply chain management application,
the data in OSCA are immediately avail-
able in the system, and 100 percent accu-
rate, says Wolfgang Sondowsky, managing
director.

After conducting several trials with
various types of RFID tags, the com-
pany found its best results from textile
tags sewn into the care label. 

Phase 1 of the implementation was
rolled out to Marc Aurel’s factory part-
ners in Turkey, China and Poland. With
RFID tags applied at the point of man-
ufacture, the factory was able to gen-
erate packing lists in seconds, with
an accuracy rate of 99.8 percent and
a “faultless pre-packing of customer
boxes in the country of origin,” says
Sondowsky. With a near-perfect read-
ing of incoming inventory, Marc Aurel
is able to instantly plan distribution before
the inventory even arrives at its distribu-
tion center (DC), and upon arrival to its

DC, the receipt of goods and subsequent
processes including cross-docking have
been accelerated by a factor of nine, says
Sondowsky, adding, “We are encouraged

by these strong results and Marc Aurel
plans to roll out this technology through
its entire sourcing operations in Phase
2 of the project.”

With the implementation proving
to be a “win-win situation” for both
Marc Aurel and its suppliers, the com-
pany is now looking forward to reap-
ing additional benefits of the technology
by extending it to retail operations to
take advantage of automatic inventory
taking, anti-theft protection and sales
promotion opportunities.3

— Jordan K. Speer

Marc Aurel is applying item-level RFID tags at
the factory level to increase the speed and
accuracy with which it can move apparel
through the supply chain, improving its
business processes while getting its fashions
in the hands of its customers faster.

A lan Yiu says he “always had a creative
bug” in him, and when the opportunity

arose, he decided to start his own brand.
Yiu, who has a strong background in pro-
duction and design, had been noticing what
he calls the “Wal-Mart-ization” of core
high-end brands in the outdoor apparel
market and saw an opening for a premium
brand to step in and fill the void. Thus, in
2004, he founded Westcomb Outerwear.

The small brand is developing a loyal
following. “People who love it, really really
love it,” says Yiu, who says that word-of-
mouth from these fans is helping to spread
the news of a brand that is not exactly a
household name, but whose focus on pro-
ducing garments of top-notch quality and
design with a “passionate and relentless
pursuit of perfection” is winning converts. 

The collection also boasts the Made-in-
Canada cachet, manufactured domestically
at the very same family-owned factory where
Yiu worked prior to launching Westcomb.

As a small player with just five employ-
ees, Westcomb works hard to differentiate
itself from the pack. “We won’t stay rele-
vant if we offer the same products you
may find from the ‘Industry Giants.’ There’s
no room in the marketplace for another ‘me
too’ brand and that’s why we strive to offer
products that are truly differentiated,”
says Yiu. 

Westcomb is also committed to offer-
ing the utmost in warmth, moisture man-
agement and breatheability to its customers,
enabled via partnerships with a number of
technology providers — including Polartec
LLC, GE Energy, Pertex, Primaloft and
Schoeller. Yiu says he’s also interested in
technology that not only does what it claims
to do, but that can also be demonstrated at
the consumer level. “Numbers are great,
but the technology needs to be seen and
felt by the laymen,” he says.

In keeping with its mission to set itself
apart, recently Westcomb introduced

Polartec® NeoShell® into several jackets
in its line. The innovative Neoshell tech-
nology is a proprietary, patented construction
process that creates a hydrophobic, micro-
porous, polyurethane membrane with a
tightly controlled range of pore sizes. Its
construction allows moisture to be released
while remaining completely waterproof,

Westcomb Outerwear
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada | www.westcomb.com

NOMINATED BY: Polartec | www.polartec.com

Polartec’s new NeoShell technology,
incorporated into several Westcomb jackets,
works as a hardshell or a softshell, and
offers moisture management, breatheability
and even stretch. 
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and the membrane is also very lightweight,
supple and quiet, says Yiu. “This is more
than just hardshell technology,” he says. 

“What’s attractive about NeoShell is
that not only does it breathe, it offers stretch
performance, a softer hand and it isn’t loud.
Also, the option to customize the overall
package and not be limited to any partic-
ular face fabric or lining makes NeoShell
extremely versatile,” says Yiu. The tech-
nology works as a hardshell or an insula-
tor, he says, “so you can really tailor a
program out of this one waterproof-breath-
able technology based on your waterproof
and warmth performance criteria.”

Beyond the technology, the Polartec
brand name is a huge plus. Westcomb doesn’t
have a lab team and relies heavily on its
ingredient brands’ expertise and reputation
to gain consumer confidence. “While there
are non-branded alternative technologies
available, it makes a difference to the cus-
tomer to see that such high-profile tech-
nology suppliers are putting their brands

on the line. For us, it is reassuring to know
that we are backed by such quality and per-
formance. … Polartec has more than 100
years of innovation and R&D behind it —
and the beauty of it is that the stuff really
works outside of the lab.”

Next up? Yiu is working to tighten the
line and focus on the details that make
each product a bit better. Figuring out ways
to stay one step ahead of the competition,
let alone stay in the race, is a daily chal-
lenge when the competition’s design and
development team is at least double the
size of Westcomb’s entire company. Cur-
rently he is working on designs that uti-
lize synergistic technologies combined
with innovative construction processes.
“We have to be careful not to add SKUs
just for the sake of wanting to offer some-
thing new for the upcoming season. Like
our overall approach to the brand, our
designs need to be tight, different and rel-
evant. I’m not interested in, nor do we
have resources for, managing a huge line

that offers five alternative designs for
the same activity,” he says.

Following in the tradition of the auto-
motive, footwear or fashion industries where
products are endlessly redesigned to offer
something new and current, Yiu edits his
collection carefully, redesigning an item
every few seasons, even if it’s a best seller.
“I know the saying goes that ‘if it ain’t bro-
ken, don’t fix it,’ but I enjoy the challenge
of forcing myself to reevaluate designs peri-
odically, regardless of sales or emotional
attachment. Not everybody agrees with me
but I think this is an important exercise that
forces any designer to stay mindful of trends
and technologies, and allows the brand
to stay fresh and current. Additionally, this
helps keep our line tight and not let the
SKU count grow out of control. 

“There’s no secret sauce,” says Yiu. “You
just have to try your best within your resources
and hope you hit a home run.”3

— Jordan K. Speer

Carhartt is known for creating rugged work-
wear apparel, “built for long-lasting

performance,” a factor that drives customer
loyalty. When Carhartt wanted to create
more intimate relationships with its cus-
tomer base, it found the key was to create
better collaboration with retail partners. At
the core of this process was an inventory
planning and forecasting platform that is
fueled by analysis of consumer demand.

In 1889, Hamilton Carhartt created a
rugged apparel and workwear brand that
bore his name. Almost 125 years later,
the company has gone global and has 3,500
employees worldwide. The manufacturer
remains privately held, and today, it is
run by Carhartt’s family. 

As vast as the company is, so is its cus-
tomer base. It is so large that it is impos-
sible to keep tabs on each individual shopper,
let alone establish stronger, more personal
relationships. The only way to get a han-

dle on such a huge customer base is to
delve into their shopping patterns across
all retail partners. 

And the only way to do that is to col-
laborate with retailers to determine cus-
tomer reaction to merchandise that indicates
trends and can help in forecasting. As such,
Carhartt embarked on a project with the
help of planning and forecasting applica-
tions from Atlanta, Ga.-based Predictix, a
move that gives the company insight into
demand throughout its client base at both
the store and SKU level.

The chain plans to go live with the solu-
tion this month, and the initial rollout
will include use of the vendor’s Financial
Planning, Merchandise Planning, Demand
Planning and Assortment Planning mod-
ules. Still in the planning stages, the work-
wear company is currently pulling
point-of-sale information from retail part-
ners to understand what items consumers

are purchasing. Overall, the company is
analyzing data from more than 30 per-
cent of its sales base.4

Carhartt
Dearborn, MI | www.carhartt.com

NOMINATED BY: Predictix LLC | www.predictix.com

Rugged workwear apparel company Carhartt
is working to fine-tune its merchandise mix
with the help of a planning and forecasting
application from Predictix that will provide
greater consumer insights and help it work
more closely with its retail partners. 
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“By analyzing this information, we are
able to analyze trends and do a better job
of diving into style and SKU levels, and
then, based on movement information, tar-
get assortments to specific locations,” said
Jeff Gragg, the company’s senior vice pres-
ident and CIO. “The end goal is to become
a category management partner with the
retailer, to help drive revenue and prof-
itability.”

With better consumer insights, the com-
pany expects to fine-tune the merchandise
mix across its diverse client base of retail-
ers, ranging from well-known specialty

retailers to farm and ranch stores, Army-
Navy stores, western wear retailers and
others.

The effort dovetails with the anticipated
opening of Carhartt’s third standalone retail
store in Chicago, in April. (Its two other
stores are located in Portland, Ore., and
Salt Lake City.) 

The launch of these retail partner col-
laborations and its network of company-
owned retail stores will coincide with
Carhartt’s efforts to increase product lines
across the men’s and women’s categories
in fall 2011.

Looking ahead, the company plans to
integrate the solution within its SAP plat-
form, which it is in the process of installing.
The platform should be completely live in
the fourth quarter of 2012, and at that time,
Carhartt will begin integrating the func-
tionality of Predictix. 

“It will deliver the company more inven-
tory visibility, and will let us more accu-
rately address consumer needs and
demands,” Gragg said.3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

Lafayette 148
New York, NY | www.lafayette148.com

NOMINATED BY: Sky I.T. Group | www.skyitgroup.com

Founded in 1996 and named for its downtown Manhattan street
address, the Lafayette 148 collection takes as its muse the sophis-

tication and confidence of New York City. Chic and modern designs
in the most luxurious fabrics define the Lafayette 148 New York
collection. With its outstanding attention to detail and crafts-
manship, the line is best known for feminine separates, novelty
embellished pieces, exquisite leathers and luxe knitwear. Upscale
department stores, including Saks Fifth Avenue and Neiman Mar-
cus, and specialty stores carry the Lafayette 148 collection.

Lafayette 148 is unusual in the fashion world; as a privately
owned vertical company, all of its products are produced in its
own manufacturing facility. An integrated, streamlined approach
—— from cutting and tailoring, to handcrafted and artisanal detail
— gives the company a level of quality control and speed to
market that is unique in the industry.  

While many design labels struggled during the 2008 economic
downturn, Lafayette 148 experienced a 400 percent increase in
e-commerce sales, stretching operations to capacity.  The com-
pany found itself challenged to properly align production with the
unexpected rise in sales in order to avoid lost revenue opportu-
nities or a surplus in inventory.  

“The most challenging concern was keeping up with the influx
of data while keeping a one world view of our supply chain,” says
Hassan Ahmed, IT senior manager for Lafayette 148. “Adopting
QlikView as a business intelligence platform offered a quickly imple-
mented viable solution for immediate needs while simultaneously
laying a solid foundation for future mission critical analysis.”

Sky IT Group, a technology solutions provider specializing in
consumer goods and retail, helped Lafayette 148 deploy Qlik-
Tech’s QlikView business intelligence solution, which offers the
analysis capabilities to gain merchandising and supply chain

efficiencies the manufacturer needed to bridge
the gap between production supply and con-
sumer demand. 

Within weeks, Lafayette 148 had an initial
application in place which would immediately
identify opportunities by syncing demand with
production planning, enabling the company
to react to the business with speed and effi-
ciency. QlikView provides a wealth of action-
able information and is being used throughout the Lafayette 148
organization by the production, sales, and financial teams. “QlikView’s
flexible formatting capabilities enable us to analyze existing data
and create projection models custom to our needs,” says Jerry
Haught, merchandise director, e-commerce/direct. “Future con-
sumer demand is accurately anticipated, allowing us to capital-
ize on current sales trends and resulting in higher sell-throughs.”  

Sky IT Group’s enterprise-wide business intelligence solu-
tion has exceeded Lafayette 148’s goal of reducing inventory lia-
bilities, aligning sales orders with production, and controlling
freight costs through improved planning.3

— Jessica Binns

What happens when your e-commerce operations
grow by 400 percent? For Lafayette 148 New
York, deploying a business intelligence solution
helped sync production supply with consumer
demand, ensuring the company didn’t miss
out on revenue opportunities or have excess
inventory on its hands.

http://www.skyitgroup.com
http://www.qlikview.com
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Work ‘N Gear is the largest U.S. retail
chain that specializes in providing cus-

tomers with a wide variety of apparel and
footwear for the service, industrial and
healthcare environments. It operates 43
retail stores throughout the Northeast and
Midwest, with new facilities planned for
the year ahead.

Recently, Work ‘N Gear launched a new
store-in-store (SIS) business model called
Scrubology inside selected Sears and Kmart
centers. Scrubology offers healthcare apparel
and accessories for medical professionals
including nurses, doctors and home health
aides. The SIS model is a strategic, cost-
effective move aimed at bringing the right
kind of merchandise — including brand-
name scrubs — to convenient, nationwide
locations where the target customer may
already shop. Moreover, customers can take
advantage of both Scrubology promotions
and offers available through Kmart and
Sears, such as family-and-friends discounts
and exclusive reward programs. 

The company implemented new enter-
prise systems to support the SIS initiative
and new websites for Scrubologyshop.com
— launching shortly — on the Raymark
Xpert Series SuiteTM integrated with e-com-
merce powered by AspDotNetStorefront.
“We are in early conversion/build to a new

fully integrated system powered
by Raymark Software Enterprise
Solutions,” says Anthony DiPaolo,
president and CEO for Work
‘N Gear. 

Work ‘N Gear engaged CSC
to support the implementation
and cutover of the software suite
to support the store-in-store ini-
tiative, with key activities including busi-
ness process design, data integration with
Sears Holding Corporation (e.g., sales,
items/products, promotions, prices,
labels/tickets, etc.), testing, training, cutover
and post-go-live support.

The Raymark Xpert Series Suite and
its components include home office func-
tions such as merchandising, accounting,
business intelligence analytics, distribution,
replenishment assortment planning, open
to buy, promotion management, CRM, and
warehousing. DiPaolo expects the enter-
prise system to be up and running by year’s
end; a microsite for marketing information
and promotions and offers was sched-
uled to be operational last month, with full
e-commerce functionality — also supported
by CSC — planned for later in 2011.

“Work ‘N Gear is a relatively small retailer
with a very competent, financially backed
organization and is able to make decisions

and move quickly to take advantage of
opportunities,” DiPaolo adds. “We have
had great cooperation from our counter-
parts at Sears Holding Corporation, which
is fundamental in making this type of oper-
ation a success.”

To date the retailer has opened 10 pilot
Scrubology SIS shops, which occupy between
800 and 1,000 square feet apiece. “Work
‘N Gear has an incredibly capable team and
we were able to open the initial set with no
new staffing. As we open additional loca-
tions we will be looking to continue to lever-
age our current team and add staffing as
needed,” says DiPaolo. The Scrubology
shops currently are manned part time by
Work ‘N Gear staff.3

— Jessica Binns

Work’N Gear
Quincy, MA | www.workngear.com

NOMINATED BY: CSC | www.csc.com

Work ‘N Gear’s Scrubology store-in-store
initiative allows healthcare professionals 
to shop for scrubs, work shoes and other
accessories at select Sears and Kmart
locations.  

Technology has taken a leading role in
moving forward the strategic vision of

specialty women’s retailer Chico’s FAS, Inc..
A major technology overhaul that began in
2007 has included the implementation of
the ATG e-commerce suite and the SAP
ERP system. More recently, the company
implemented merchandising and workforce
management solutions from JDA, an on-
demand marketing analytics solution from

SAS and a PLM system from PTC, all of
which have helped set Chico’s on the come-
back trail, as detailed in Apparel’s Febru-
ary 2011 cover story, “Chico’s Comeback.”

Now up: RFID. But hold on to your seats.
This isn’t your typical store pilot. Chico’s
has taken an innovative approach to the
technology, finding a way to tackle a sig-
nificant process problem while at the same
time learning a tremendous amount about

RFID, says Kevin McIntosh, director of
application development and delivery.

To wit: for some time, Chico’s had been
exploring options to better track its sam-
ples, which, as part of routine product design
and development processes, are typically
handled by as many as 250 associates who
use them for meetings, photo shoots and a
variety of merchandising needs. The com-
pany realized that it could leverage RFID

Chico’s
Fort Myers, FL | www.chicos.com
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technology to improve the efficiency of this
process. The result is a completely unique
project whereby Chico’s developed an inno-
vative new application for RFID, using the
technology to manage the 1,500 samples
produced weekly for its three retail brands,
Chico’s, and its two sister brands, White
House | Black Market and Soma Intimates. 

The newly developed system allows
Chico’s to keep track of who has any given
sample and where that sample is located at
any time, and the result of this tracking sys-
tem is that Chico’s has been able to improve
its sample management process significantly
by reducing the time it takes to find sam-
ples throughout its organization. 

The project, which began in the fall of
2010 in partnership with Avery Dennison
(tags), Motorola (hardware including read-
ers and guns) and ComponentSoft (soft-
ware), has thus far logged 80,000 sample
records in the database and more than
150,000 RFID-generated movements
throughout the Chico’s organization. 

This is how it works: Samples enter into
the system when they are delivered to
the Chico’s mailroom. Once received, an
RFID tag is attached to each sample, a record
is associated with that tag in the data-
base, and a photo of the sample is taken.
From there, the samples (whose exit from
the mailroom is logged at the back door)

are delivered to designated locations equipped
with flat-surface fixed reader bins that record
their arrival.

Merchandisers, designers and others
then pull samples from these locations as
needed, using their security badges (each
now equipped with an RFID sticker) to
“check out” the sample and record on a
touchscreen where it is headed. 

The new system has made movement
of samples through the campus run much
more smoothly, although it’s not yet com-
pletely foolproof, says McIntosh. It is pos-
sible to forget to check out a sample
and accidentally walk off with it, and this
does happen. To ensure better compli-
ance, the company is also installing some
non-interactive readers that will record
the movement of samples as they pass by
the readers (although these readers will
not allow for input regarding the desti-
nation of the samples).

To date — and it’s still very early in the
process — the results of the new sample
management system have been phenom-
enal, with time spent searching for sam-
ples already reduced by about 40 percent
on average. “Instead of spending an hour
trying to find a sample, people are track-
ing them down in 15 minutes, and some-
times five,” says McIntosh. “The system
is saving people time during the day so
that they can focus on their ‘real’ jobs,”
he says. Two RFID guns are also making
life easier for Chico’s employees, who can
program guns with the EPC code of a spe-
cific sample and pull the trigger. The
gun will locate the sample in question and,
like a Geiger counter, will beep with increas-
ing rapidity as the employee moves closer
to the desired garment.  

In addition to cutting down on time
wasted searching for samples, the com-
pany expects that its ability to keep better
track of samples will cut down on the num-
ber of samples ordered, which will reduce
the burden on the vendor, the cost of more
samples (Chico’s doesn’t pay for samples,
per se, but they eventually are folded into
the final cost) and even more importantly,
will improve speed to market. 

Currently, six read stations and one
non-interactive hallway read station are
in place, but eventually the system will

encompass 20 read stations and 10 hand-
held guns across the 44-acre, 11-building
campus. 

The RFID project has accomplished two
big goals — creating an efficient system for
the company’s sample management process
and providing a controlled laboratory envi-
ronment for the technology team to learn,
invest and leverage the use of RFID tech-
nology into other areas of the business. 

“The next step is to take what we’ve
learned and to plan the process of bringing
RFID tags into the supply chain and into
the front-line stores,” says McIntosh, with
goals to include gaining a much more accu-
rate view of inventory in its supply chain
and in its stores; using the technology in
the stores to improve and expedite the POS
process; and expanding the technology into
customer service and clienteling. 

“Our approach is unique in the industry
because we’re learning about the technol-
ogy instead of doing a store pilot and encoun-
tering problems. At the same time, we’re
making ourselves much more efficient in the
product development process. We didn’t
just create a faux store where we’re doing
simulations. We’re actually benefiting from
the technology,” says McIntosh.3

— Jordan K. SpeerHere, as samples are rolled past a non-
interactive hallway read station, they are
automatically recorded and a record of each,
(including the photo originally taken in the
mailroom), is displayed on screen. 

An employee searching through sample
archives uses an RFID gun to find the specific
garment she’s looking for. 
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I t began in 1936 as a business selling peanuts
out of the back seat of a Dodge, and today

ARAMARK is a multi-national corporation
with approximately 255,000 employees serv-
ing clients in 22 countries, and 2010 rev-
enues totaling $12.6 billion. (Uniform &
Career Apparel represented $1.5 billion
of that total.)

The company offers a variety of profes-
sional services, including food services, facil-
ities management and uniform career apparel
to health care institutions, universities and
school districts, stadiums and arenas and
businesses around the world. This year,
ARAMARK was ranked No. 1 in its indus-
try in Fortune magazine’s list of “World’s
Most Admired Companies,” and it has con-
sistently ranked since 1998 as one of the
top three most admired companies in its
industry. 

You may never have worked for ARA-
MARK or been clothed by its Uniform Ser-
vices division, but if you’ve ever eaten in a
school cafeteria, visited a national or state
park, attended an Olympic sporting event
or a convention, there’s a good chance you’ve
had an ARAMARK encounter — more than
3.5 million customers wear ARAMARK’s

rental uniforms or buy products
through its uniform direct sale pro-
grams. Among its offerings are
rugged workwear, uniforms, out-
erwear and safety apparel, flame
resistant (FR) apparel and arc flash
protective equipment. It also pro-
vides tactical equipment and apparel
for police, firefighters, correctional, and
emergency medical services personnel. 

The company strives to develop uniform
apparel that meets the safety, utility, and
comfort needs of its customers. This year
it launched the new “Dirt Dog” jacket,
which contrary to what you might think, is
not for taking Fido for a romp through
the mud (although you could). DOG, in
ARAMARK parlance, is Dirt, Oil & Grease,
and the Dirt Dog was designed for pro-
tection from all three.

The unique jacket is made from an imper-
vious polyurethane shell that offers pro-
tection in DOG work environments, but
also features a soft moisture-wicking fleece
liner that provides comfort and warmth
to the wearer in the most extreme envi-
ronments. A venting system, engineered
specifically for this jacket, zips open along

both sides and across the back of the jacket
allowing the wearer to control tempera-
ture. The Dirt Dog is machine washable
and dryable. It is also equipped with sev-
eral zippered pockets that are designed for
easy entry and secure closure on the front
of the jacket and on the left sleeve. 

ARAMARK Uniform Services reports
that it worked extensively with its own sup-
ply chain group to develop the propri-
etary fabric features that were fashioned
into a garment engineered for comfort and
utility.3

— Jordan K. Speer

ARAMARK Uniform Services
Norwell, MA | www.aramark-uniform.com

NOMINATED BY: Self

ARAMARK’s new “Dirt Dog” jacket offers
“unparalleled” protection from dirt, oil, and
grease while providing comfort in extreme
environments. 

Running a company with spreadsheets and email will get you
only so far in business. That’s what SPANX, the manufac-

turer of the cheekily named shapewear and undergarments for
women and men, realized in 2009 and 2010 as the number of its
factories tripled and it hired scores of additional employees to keep
up with demand. 

SPANX’s technology project manager Robert Hunnicutt turned
to NGC Software and chose a solution that would not only
ameliorate the current unwieldiness of controlling product design
but also efficiently manage purchase orders, production and ship-
ping. The answer? NGC’s PLM and global sourcing software. 

“As with a lot of small, relatively new product development
groups, we had always done things ‘our own way,’ believing our

design process needed to be different due to the nature of our
products,” explains Hunnicutt. “While we had the framework of
a process, we also had a number of exceptions.” 

The solution from NGC has enabled greater uniformity in how
SPANX develops everything from points of measure to color nam-
ing. Moreover, the manufacturer’s product specifications now are
kept in a central, searchable database instead of scattered piece-
meal all over the network — the importance of which cannot be
overstated, says Hunnicutt. With the configuration of the system,
SPANX can assign specific individuals to specific sections — such
as user fields, grade rules and images — thereby making employ-
ees accountable for the validity of the data, which results in bet-
ter product specifications.

SPANX
Atlanta, GA | www.spanx.com

NOMINATED BY: NGC Software | www.ngcsoftware.com
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Hunnicutt reports that communication with SPANX factories
has improved, with all but a few individuals using the collabora-
tion component of the NGC application. “While we have yet to
exploit this to its fullest, having everyone receive the same infor-
mation at the same time has definitely reduced confusion and the
number of emails going back and forth for clarification,” he says.
Going forward, SPANX plans to create an incident reporting
system to monitor what kinds of incidents are happening, how
often and at which factories, with the ultimate goal of reducing
these episodes. “This can be used to determine if our communi-
cations are not clear and/or particular factories are having the same
issues over and over,” adds Hunnicutt.

Perhaps most significantly, the NGC implementation enables
SPANX to get its products to market much more quickly. All of
this “extra time” enables the manufacturer to develop additional
products and allows key decision-makers greater opportunity to

change their minds. “This year will be the first year we will attend
four major markets; previously, we attended two, with the two
additional ones being earlier than the ones we’ve attended in
the past,” Hunnicutt says. “In short, we will be preparing our prod-
ucts for market much earlier this year.” 

SPANX is beginning to explore NGC’s functionality beyond
the realm of product design. The operations group is evaluating
areas such as costing and materials, and now that the com-
pany’s user base understands what the system offers, report requests
are increasing, especially for product development, operations and
sales. “Finally, we have integrated the PLM system with our
ERP system to reduce errors and data entry (days!) and we have
plans to integrate our sales and inventory planning system as well,”
adds Hunnicutt.3

— Jessica Binns

In a race that can last as long as 17 hours, comfort and perfor-
mance are not optional.

Triathlete Emilio De Soto knows this from many years of
personal experience, which he’s leveraged with his experience in
apparel design and technical fabrics and fibers to create innova-
tive garments that today constitute the most visible brand of apparel
at triathlons around the world. 

Founded in 1990, De Soto Triathlon Company was the first
to make a full line of men’s and women’s garments for triath-
letes that can be used for all three segments of the race — swim-
ming, biking and running — eliminating the need to change clothes
and thus shaving precious moments off a triathlete’s finish time.
(De Soto also offers a complete line of workout apparel, acces-
sories and gear that cross over to many other sports and forms
of exercise.)

From the outset, De Soto took an innovative approach to its
business by identifying the very specific needs of triathletes and
then developing products to meet them. Many of the products
designed by the company in the ‘90s have in fact become the basis
for products developed by competitors today. The transition pack,
the trisuit, tri shorts with thin cycling pads, tri jerseys with zip-
pers, run shorts with pockets and the mesh running cap were all
first developed by the company, says De Soto, adding that it was
the first to make a compression garment, the result of a mid-90s
collaboration with DuPont on the development of Lycra® Power.
De Soto also has developed a number of performance fabrics
designed to keep athletes cooler in hot weather.

In 2001, De Soto revolutionized triathlon apparel with the intro-
duction of the T1 Wetsuit, a two-piece wetsuit designed not
only to keep the wearer warm in cold water, but also to correct

body position, making the swimmer faster and more efficient. The
two-piece concept also allows a customer to buy a separate top
and bottom to optimize proper fit. 

The T1 has become so popular since its introduction that,
says De Soto, “it’s often called the ‘MAC’ in a ‘PC’ world of one-
piece wetsuits.” De Soto says it remains the only company to man-
ufacture a two-piece wetsuit. 

In 2006, the company launched its De Soto Custom Team Apparel
Program, offering a collection of its most popular garments cus-
tomized with designs and graphics for teams as well as events.4

De Soto Triathlon Company
San Diego, CA | www.desotosport.com
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De Soto’s most recent venture is
in the development of form-
fitting and “slimming” triathlon
garments that allow triathletes
to wear the tight clothing
needed for the sport while
covering up what they do not
want others to see.



De Soto says that while he’s carefully
watched and identified the unique char-
acteristics of triathletes for about 30 years,
the company’s focus has shifted recently
to include studying the characteristics of its
own specific clientele. 

“You see, in addition to trying to appeal
to a larger audience of the endurance sports
market, we want to be more appealing to
our current audience and offer more spe-
cific products to these already brand-loyal
customers. While it may not be the case
for all triathletes, our customers make pur-
chase decisions based on their own research
and buy based on quality, value, performance
and prestige, instead of price point, popu-
larity trends and availability,” says De Soto.

“We use meticulous design and pro-
duction processes and we limit the pro-
duction of our garments, so when a customer
buys a De Soto product, they know they
have something special.”  

The knowledge De Soto has of its cus-
tomers not only contributes to the prod-

ucts it designs, but also to how and where
it sells them, he says. Limited production
narrows the number of retailers selling its
products, a factor in preserving the com-
pany’s authenticity,  while funneling more
sales to fewer doors, which has earned
“tremendous loyalty from our retailers as
well,” says De Soto. It also eliminates close-
outs at the end of the season, he adds.

De Soto’s most recent venture is in
the development of form-fitting and “slim-
ming” triathlon garments. “Triathlon is a
lifestyle and not just a competitive sport.
Many people are triathletes, yet they do not
race much, if at all,” says De Soto, who says
that swimming, biking and running are part
of a lifestyle that for many is a means to
becoming healthier, reducing stress, los-
ing body fat, dropping weight and exer-
cising the heart. “In the process they want
to wear something that helps them cover
up what they do not want others to see.
Not all triathletes are thin, ripped and built
with six-pack abs,” he quips.

That’s where the new products come
in. “Rather than just offering shorts and
tops that meet at the waist, we have cre-
ated garments for men where the shorts
come higher and are held up by straps (called
bibs) and the tops drop lower and over-
lap in the midsection.” 

For women, De Soto offers styles that
give support to the hips and stomach with-
out squeezing the thighs, using curving
seam lines that create a slimmer appear-
ance. This is accomplished through a com-
bination of technical fabrics, stitching
techniques and pattern manipulation, he
says, which allows for more “girdle-like”
support in these areas without restricting
breathing or freedom of movement. 

“These products will help open doors
to newcomers to the sport,” says De Soto,
“so they will not feel intimidated to wear
the tight clothing needed to swim, bike and
run with more comfort.”3

— Jordan K. Speer
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There is no question that companies that
successfully embrace charitable activi-

ties can make a significant impact on their
overall business. And when predominantly
every employee company-wide supports
that philanthropic cause, “their spirit, pas-
sion and energy grow, and positively impact
everything they do,” says Michael Donner,
president and CEO of Barco Uniforms.

Eager to parlay this corporate culture of
love, compassion and giving into a com-
munity-centric philanthropy, Donner and
his wife Frida founded Barco’s Nightingales
Foundation. 

Barco Uniforms is known for outfit-
ting employees across the medical indus-
try for some 80 years. Barco is dedicated to
its customer base — a community of peo-
ple who love what they do, and whose daily
goal is improving people’s lives. 

At the heart of Barco’s DNA is inno-
vation. Whether discussing advances across

its products’ fit, fabric, function or design,
Donner has built a company that strives to
make a difference across its customer base
and their industry. 

“We are here to make a difference, and
believe there is always a better way,” says
the company’s web site. And Donner takes
this claim to heart, especially when trying
to make a difference in the daily lives of
individuals. 

“With nearly 10 percent of the popula-
tion unemployed, everyone knows some-
one who has lost a home or job, or has had
to change their lifestyle. Still, in this econ-
omy, it takes a heartfelt commitment to give
proactively, and to do more simply because
it’s what people need,” he said. “Today it’s
even more important for businesses to do
what they can to make a difference. It also
makes good business sense to do so.”

Through the Nightingales Foundation,
Barco honors generations of nurses for their

professional contributions. The foundation
promotes nursing and the spirit of the pro-
fession by funding programs that help chil-
dren with medical needs, as well as their
families.  

Barco Uniforms
Gardena, CA | www.barcouniforms.com
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President and CEO Michael Donner with
Aileen (center) and her mother Alma. Donner
met Aileen, a cancer patient, at Camp
Ronald McDonald near Palm Springs, and
saw first-hand the impact Barco’s
Nightingales Foundation has had not only on
the lives of thousands of children, but on the
lives of his employees — Alma works at
Barco Uniforms. 
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The foundation partners with organi-
zations not only committed to helping those
in need, but whose work exponentially can
increase the impact the foundation can
make in the world. Among the foundation’s
partners are:
4ReSurge International (formerly Inter-

plast), a company that provides free recon-
structive plastic surgery for the poor in
developing countries; 

4Smile Train, a leading cleft charity with
programs in 77 of the world’s poorest
countries; and 

4Ronald McDonald House Charities of
Southern California and its Camp Ronald
McDonald for Good Times. Both divi-
sions provide an environment outside of
the hospital setting for children with can-

cer, and their siblings, to process their
diagnosis and regain their self-esteem.
As the word spreads about the vision

and goal of Barco’s Nightingales Founda-
tion, the company continues to field calls
from licensing and retail partners, vendors,
banks, employees and other interested par-
ties eager to help. For example, in lieu of
celebrating Donner’s birthday with a tra-
ditional office party, employees raised
enough money to fund 11 surgeries through
the foundation’s partners. 

One of Barco’s largest clients donated
money to fund 16 surgeries upon hearing
about the foundation. Meanwhile, a repre-
sentative selling software solutions for the
apparel industry volunteered to serve on
the foundation’s advisory board, and per-

sonally donated funding for 10 surgeries.
“If a company is known for helping the

community in an authentic way, other busi-
nesses and people may seek them out,”
Donner said. 

Both Barco and the foundation are both
perfect examples of not just talking the talk,
but also walking the walk. “Philanthropy
has to be at the core of a company’s value
system; it cannot be an after-thought, or
a gimmick to gain rewards,” Donner said.
“It must be a core value that drives the
company, its culture, and its relationships
with partners, suppliers, employees and
customers.”3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

Sometimes, innovation comes from look-
ing to the past. 
You might say that’s where Unitex Direct

got the inspiration for the implementation
of a new business strategy. 

Throughout its 18-year history, Unitex
Direct has offered public safety apparel and
accessories online via the company’s web-
site, and occasionally via phone. A year ago,
however, president Dan Mendelson shook
things up when he decided to open the first
Unitex brick-and-mortar showroom, pro-
viding a hands-on shopping opportunity
combined with a “1950s barber shop” store
experience.  

“The customers love the store because
they can try on apparel and examine prod-
uct features before placing the order, and
oftentimes in-house alterations can be done
while the customer waits,” says Michelle
Ellis, retail store manager. “Unitex Direct
employees love it because we have had the
opportunity to get to know our customers
on a personal level, and are building a strong
rapport with our clientele.”

And best of all? “Our boss loves it because
this past year — despite Michigan’s bad
economy — has been his best yet!” Janu-

ary 2011 sales were up 2,834.1 percent over
January 2010, and showroom sales for Jan-
uary 2011 tripled the forecast, she says.

The company credits its enthusiastic and
friendly staff for the significant growth, and
Ellis says the company’s well-known cus-
tomer service has been able to shine brighter
because of the opportunity for face-to-face
contact. “The vast majority of our customers
walk in and ask for a particular associate
by name.” 

Lori Klisman, a Unitex customer and
teacher at Royal Oak Schools, corrobo-
rates: “Previously known for having some
of the best service in the industry, the staff
at Unitex Direct is continuing to reach out
by now taking the time to personally get
to know each individual customer through
their outstanding customer service in their
showroom.” 

The result? “We’re no longer servicing
customers, we’re servicing friends,” says
Ellis.

And in addition to its good old-fash-
ioned customer service, Unitex is making
waves in other areas of its business. The
company has “gone green” by recently
launching a brand of uniforms made from

organic fibers and recycled products, and
has started a program to care for trees on
a nearby property. This year the com-
pany also won a Univator Award for Store
Redesign. It has brought in new staff to
enhance its creativity and marketing,
launched on Facebook and Twitter, and
begun holding parties for its loyal cus-
tomers. In short, says Klisman, “Unitex
Direct has entirely transformed its retail
shopping experience.”3

— Jordan K. Speer

Unitex Direct
Walled Lake, MI | www.unitexdirect.com
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Seen here are Kevin Thibodeau, warehouse
shipping and receiving, far left, Dan
Mendelson, president, second from left and
Michelle Ellis, retail store manager, far right,
Unitex, accepting an award for platinum
sponsorship at the Michigan Chiefs of Police
Conference.
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You would be hard pressed to find a Men’s
Wearhouse television ad that didn’t fea-

ture CEO George Zimmer assuring view-
ers, “You’ll like the way you look. I guarantee
it.” To deliver on this pledge, the chain strives
to have the right product at the time the
shopper is ready to make a purchase — not
an easy task for a multi-channel operation.
In effort to “save the sale,” according to Ken
Muggeridge, the chain’s vice president of
operations, the chain uses an integrated
platform that delivers optimal product to
the proper retail channel. 

The Men’s Wearhouse has been deliv-
ering quality clothing and personalized ser-
vice for more than 35 years. The company
started with a single store in Houston, and
today, the chain has grown into a multi-
channel business with almost 1,240 stores
and an e-commerce division. 

As the company evolved, the chain dis-
covered some growing pains as multiple
business units were operating off of differ-
ent systems. “The biggest trigger was the
growth of our e-commerce channel and
needing to be prepared to take on other
multi-channel initiatives that we were plan-
ning for the future,” he said.

Specifically, Men’s Wearhouse was eager
to consolidate into best-of-breed solutions
across many different operations, with a
focus on the supply chain.

“We have an initiative to grow our e-
commerce business and we’re looking for
systems to support this anticipated growth
over the next several years,” he explained.
“We had a legacy system in place, but we
felt that implementing an ERP system was
going to be too involved and painful.”

The chain also wanted to take pres-
sure off of its distribution center (DC), which
was providing merchandise to all stores
as well as fulfilling e-commerce orders, and
transition to distributed order management
— a move that would enable the chain to
source e-commerce from the store level. To
make this happen, warehouse management
had to play a pivotal role. 

To support these goals, the chain added
the Supply Chain Process Platform from
Manhattan Associates, Atlanta, Ga. A best-
of-breed application, the solution is designed
to leverage all implemented backend solu-
tions to work together.

The chain is implementing various com-
ponents of the platform’s SCOPE portfo-
lio. The first step was to add the warehouse
management module within its e-commerce
and retail DCs, and it followed up with the
implementation of various modules to sup-
port fulfillment for its K&G Men’s Com-
pany banner.  

Next the company added the Demand
Order Management module and Extended
Enterprise Management component, which
connects Men’s Wearhouse with trading
partners. The overarching visibility and
event management capabilities allow the
chain to manage inventory through global
supply chains. Because all components
reside on one platform, they work together
and deliver the chain a fully integrated sup-
ply chain network. 

Since adding the platform in 2009, Men’s
Wearhouse has seen substantial growth in
its e-commerce business. While the chain
attributes that growth to a number of fac-
tors, “the key reason that we added DOM
and WM was that we were expecting to see
explosive growth in the e-commerce chan-
nel,” he reported. “We’re finding that the
system is enabling us to handle that, and
now we have the support needed to adjust
to other things that our marketing teams
are looking to do to further encourage busi-
ness in those channels.”

One of the next projects the technology
will support is the ability to cross-sell inven-
tory at store-level point-of-sale; however,
merchandise may not be available at the
time of checkout. The chain hopes to tackle
this project, with the support of WMS
and DOM, by the second half of 2011.3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

The Men’s Wearhouse
Houston, TX | www.menswearhouse.com
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Owned by the $29-billion Aditya Birla Group, Madura Lifestyle
& Fashion is one of India’s fastest-growing apparel compa-

nies. It operates its own retail chain — Planet Fashion — and sup-
plies well-known international brands such as Tommy Hilfiger,
Marks & Spencer and Polo Ralph Lauren.

But the company is most innovative when it comes to its owned
and licensed brands. Madura continuously seeks ways to create
garments that meet and exceed consumers’ demands, experi-
menting with custom-engineered fabrics and finishes to give its
apparel a distinct and desirable fit.

Madura’s Van Heusen non-iron shirt is made from 100 per-
cent two-ply cotton with a 3.8 DP (durable press) rating for increased

luster. The company worked with a leading Chinese mill and a
Japanese vendor to develop the right combination of fabric, using
a special liquid ammonia with a moist cure finish to achieve a wrin-
kle-free garment. The shirt sold out in the market just two months
after its debut, says Naresh Tyagi, assistant vice president, Madura
Garments.

Madura claims its Van Heusen “best white” shirt has the high-
est whiteness rating of the CIE (International Commission on Illu-
mination) index at 156+ and the highest whiteness retention of
150+ after 25 washes. “Formal white shirts are bestsellers, with
every businessman keeping a stack of them in his wardrobe,” says
Tyagi. The garment, a “fully taped shirt” with pucker-free

Madura Fashion & Lifestyle
Mumbai, India | www.madurafnl.com
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Acouple of years ago, Columbia Sportswear came
to the realization that its business wasn’t as healthy

as it wanted it to be and that innovation in the out-
door industry had stagnated —  and it saw its
own performance reflected in what it identified
as a lackluster outerwear market in general. 

Columbia Sportswear faced challenges on
multiple levels. The athletic wear industry was
monopolizing the high-performance category,
insofar as consumer perception was concerned,
and the consumer electronics industry was domi-
nating the excitement category, hands down. Colum-
bia Sportswear wanted to stand out in its own field,
and also raise the profile of the outerwear industry at large. 

To accomplish this mission, the company initiated a massive
company-wide multi-year plan to supercharge product innova-
tion and lead its own business and the overall outerwear indus-
try out of the doldrums, while simultaneously appealing to both
the casual and extreme-sports consumer of outerwear. Based on
customer research, the plan focused on four key customer needs:
to keep the customer warm, dry, cool and protected. What fol-
lowed was a heavy investment in R&D (resulting in more than 70
new patents in two years — more than the total issued previously
in the company’s entire seven-decade history) and an innovation
pipeline aimed at bringing new products and technologies that
address these needs to market.  (See the cover article, “Colum-
bia Sportswear: Putting the Heat on the Skeptics,” in the Novem-
ber 2010 issue of Apparel for the full story.)

The fruit of all of its research is some of
the most innovative apparel in Columbia’s
history, with a wide range of offerings that
include the Omni-Heat Reflective, Insect
Blocker and Omni-Dry Lines. In fall 2010, the
company previewed its most advanced apparel
ever: Omni-Heat Electric, which provides bat-
tery powered on-demand heat for jackets and

gloves, and will be available at retail for the first
time in fall of this year. 

The Omni-Heat Electric technology incorporates state-of-the-
art electrical heating elements powered by small, rechargeable
lithium batteries self-contained within the garments. While not
new in concept, Columbia Sportswear’s innovation has made huge
strides over earlier, primitive attempts — with batteries too heavy
and cumbersome to integrate easily and comfortably into apparel
— to turn the fantasy of battery-powered garments into a real-
ity, keeping wearers warm wherever they may be.  

Next up? Columbia will release its most recent innovation to
the market next month, which the company promises will keep
its customers cooler and drier in hot, humid conditions than
ever before.3

— Jordan K. Speer 

Columbia Sportswear
Portland, OR | www.columbia.com

NOMINATED BY: Self

Columbia Sportswear’s new line of Omni-Heat Electric
jackets and gloves will be available at retail in the fall,
offering consumers on-demand warmth wherever they

may be. 
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Whether creating work boots for use in the field of combat, in
the world of manufacturing, or just to make a fashion state-

ment, Red Wing Shoes’ innovations have made the company a
global footwear success. As the company established a growth
plan to expand its reach, it added an enterprise resource planning
system that could integrate enterprise applications
and keep the company abreast of all operations from
manufacturing to shipping product to customers.

Red Wing Shoes is a $500-million privately held
company, with more than a century’s-worth of expe-
rience. The company was founded in 1905, and
within 10 years, Red Wing Shoes was produc-
ing more than 200,000 pairs of boots annu-
ally. It was also the primary company
manufacturing footwear for American soldiers
fighting in World War I and World War II.4

Red Wing Shoes
Red Wing, MN | www.redwingshoes.com

NOMINATED BY: Lawson | www.lawson.com

As Red Wing established a growth plan to
expand its reach, it added an enterprise

resource planning system that could integrate
enterprise applications and keep the company
abreast of all operations from manufacturing 

to shipping product to customers.

seams, features the same wrinkle-free finish via liquid ammo-
nia. Madura is heading into its third season of producing the shirt,
with plans to offer the garment at different price points and design
and structure variations.

A wool garment that you don’t need to dry clean or iron?
Madura’s Louis Philippe wrinkle-free wool apparel is as easy to
maintain as synthetics, says Tyagi. “The development has been
done at our in-house manufacturing unit in collaboration with
global business partners — chemical companies — involved in

the entire process,” he says. The composition and process to achieve
the easy-to-maintain fabric has already been patented in the United
States by Madura’s parent company. Tyagi notes that the DP
rating and crease retention (CR) rating for regular wool apparel
are 2.5 to 3 each; for Madura’s patented treated Kroy wool fab-
ric, the DP and CR ratings each are 4 — even after 10 washes.
Madura will launch a pair of trousers — the first garment to fea-
ture this new fabric — in spring/summer 2012. 

Also in the Louis Philippe collection is a “liquid cotton” dress
shirt developed to have the easy maintenance that comes with
100-percent dyed-cotton yarn but the luxurious softness of silk.
Madura worked with the Chinese vendor that patented the liquid
cotton technology to further refine and develop the special spin-
ning and finishing technique. “Product appeal, touch and feel are
the prime factors that help a consumer to arrive at a decision,”
says Tyagi, “which makes it essential to deliver products with con-
stant uniqueness.” Liquid cotton shirts hit the market in autumn/win-
ter 2010 and Madura doubled production for spring/summer 2011,
introducing liquid cotton trousers as well.

Launched two years ago, Madura’s Go trousers under the Allen
Solly label feature custom-engineered fabric co-developed with
Dow Fibers. The olefin XLA elastane is a high-density fabric fin-
ished with liquid ammonia to add sheen and treated to provide
a wrinkle-free finish. “Go trousers are a first-of-its-kind stretch
wrinkle-free chino that are easy to maintain and comfortable to
wear,” adds Tyagi. Madura followed up the trousers’ success in
the market with a Go shirt in autumn/winter 2010 in different col-
ors and yarn dyes.3

— Jessica Binns

Madura Fashion & Lifestyle experiments with custom-engineered
fabrics and finishes to achieve unique, wearable, easy-to-maintain
apparel. Pictured here is the Allen Solly Go shirt launched last year.
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I f you have a daughter, you’ve probably, at some time or another,
or perhaps every morning, heard this statement: “I don’t want

to wear that!”
Well, parents, help is finally here. Online fashion store, Unit-

edStyles, launched earlier this year, has come to the rescue with
a fun and interactive new experience that lets parents and kids
design their own clothes online in 3D. 

The innovative concept is as much game as real fashion design
tool, allowing kids to have fun while creating apparel that doesn’t
have to remain digital. Using “virtualization” technology from
OptiTex, UnitedStyles allows users to build their own outfits
onscreen in 3D, choosing from a variety of hoodies, dresses and
tops and then customizing each in a range of fabric colors and
prints. Each article of apparel can also be further personalized with
a name badge added where a care label typically resides. 

UnitedStyles is the brainchild of Xander Slager, co-founder
of the business, who came up with the idea as a solution to an
industry problem he’d been pondering for several years, namely,

how can you successfully predict the trends that will be popular
a year in the future? 

The answer, he knew — from years of experience with his other
business, women’s outer wear brand Spoom (www.spoom.nl)
— is that you can’t. At least, not always, and never with certainty. 

For several years, in fact, Slager had been preoccupied with the
inefficiencies of the traditional apparel design and development

UnitedStyles
Shanghai, China | www.unitedstyles.com

NOMINATED BY: OptiTex | www.optitex.com

UnitedStyles is as much game as real fashion design tool, allowing
kids and their parents to have fun while building their own outfits
onscreen in 3D.

The company continued that tradition; it still features Red Wing-
brand work and steel-toe shoes and also designs a casual line in
three domestic factories as well as one overseas. The company
recently augmented its portfolio with a garment division that cre-
ates flame-retardant clothing for oil and gas workers. 

“We had an expansion plan on our docket for quite some time
to jump into garments, and we also eventually want to add 125 more
stores over five years,” said Joe Topinka, the company’s CIO. “Simul-
taneously, we’re supporting a growing wholesale e-commerce  oper-
ation. We went from no customers to 2,500 in a short period of time.
This made us push the envelope on customer service.”

What makes the company unique, however, is that Red Wing
Shoes’ business model starts with raw hides. The company tans
the leather, manufactures the footwear, and then sells it in one
of its 400 stores (half company-owned, half dealer partnerships),
throughout retail partners’ stores and online through its whole-
sale division.

It is imperative for the company to track the flow of raw
materials from rawhide to finished goods, a process that can be
tedious. By adding an ERP system five years ago, the company
gained insight into the entire supply chain, from raw materials
to finished goods, as well as within its own manufacturing and
retail operations. 

The company chose an ERP system from Lawson Software, St.
Paul, Minn., to handle, and streamline, its operations. The plat-
form is linked to the retailer’s AS400 computing platform, and it
pulls all item movement data from store-level point-of-sale and
e-commerce transactions into a common database. 

The solution is also linked to an EDI system, which monitors
placed orders and vendor payments. As the company receives raw
and finished materials inventory from suppliers, they are scanned
into the system upon arrival at one of the warehouses, using a
mobile scanning system. 

Information from all business functions is integrated, includ-
ing sales forecasting, which contributes to inventory optimization;
order tracking, from acceptance through fulfillment; revenue track-
ing, from invoice through cash receipt and the matching purchase
orders; inventory receipts for arrivals and costing based on ven-
dor invoicing.

Looking ahead, the solution will support the company’s expand-
ing “stores on wheels” initiative, which includes launching “mobile
stores,” or pop-up locations that are “where the workers are,”
Topinka explained. 

The company is also launching the newest version of the solu-
tion this summer, and  expects that “to fuel tremendous produc-
tivity benefits as well,” he says, adding that the company will begin
the implementation this fall.

In addition, the chain is in the early stages of a new POS upgrade,
as well as exploring an e-commerce initiative that enables cus-
tomers to pick up merchandise at a store. “The success of these
programs and upholding customer service includes integrating all
applications within our ERP system so all item movement remains
visible,” Topinka said. 3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy
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process, which involved much elapsed time, and multiple inter-
vening parties, between his brand and the final consumer. Like-
wise, he’d been fascinated for many years with the 3D technologies
that allowed 2D patterns to be rendered in extremely lifelike 3D
avatars.

These two interests came together in the creation of United-
Styles, launched with partners Marc van der Chijs, a tech expert
who created Tudou (www.tudou.com), a Chinese sharing site sim-
ilar to YouTube that now has 180 million unique visitors monthly;
and Dirk Lorre, an experienced marketer. The new venture reverses
the traditional business model whereby companies produce
first, then display in a shop and, finally, wait for customers to buy.
The beauty of UnitedStyles is that the apparel isn’t created until
after it’s designed — and sold, says Slager. 

The founders decided to launch their business first with kids
— because, well, “shopping with kids is not really fun,” because
kids would really enjoy designing their own clothes online, and
finally, because the fit wasn’t as demanding as it would be for,
say, women’s wear — but the ultimate goal is to add boys’ wear
(currently only girls’ wear is available), to move into men’s and
women’s wear, to expand sales beyond Europe and also to dig
deeper into the OptiTex solution, which it has only just begun
to plumb. 

For now, the company has just gotten started (orders are in the
dozens per week, which it is producing in Shanghai), and its most
immediate goal is to tweak its financial model, determining via
testing how much it costs to get a new customer and what the best
vehicles are for doing so — whether that’s Facebook or other social
network marketing, via a gaming partner, through a Groupon-
type site or some combination of all three, says Slager. The com-
pany is also signing up existing brands to sell their “design your
own” versions of their clothes in its shop and to run the company’s
application on their websites.

But ultimately, says Slager, “the idea behind the company is
bigger than a kids’ brand.”  The idea is to get customers involved
in the design from the beginning, he says, and to take advantage
of all of the possibilities that virtual fashion has to offer. He
envisions the company as sort of a Lulu.com for the apparel indus-
try, where would-be apparel designers will head to UnitedStyles
not only to design clothes for themselves, but to sell their own
fashions. “We’re nowhere near there yet, but we hope to unleash
a lot of creativity on the part of consumers,” he says. “It’s a big
vision, but I’m confident there’s a lot of demand for this and that
people are looking for these kinds of experiences.”3

— Jordan K. Speer
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Called the brand of universal youth fash-
ion culture, FLY London thrives on orig-

inality. Whether it is the design of each
product or the color combinations, all of
the retailer’s new collections of shoes, acces-
sories and apparel are driven by the brand’s
slogan, “ever-changing, ever-developing,”
and FLY London has successfully built its
reputation on being at the forefront of inter-
national fashion.

What many may not know is that the
company started as a shoe brand in 1994,
a category that continues to be a strong

draw for the retailer. By implementing an
innovative RFID solution, ShoeID, to enhance
efficiencies throughout the supply chain,
the retailer has gained visibility into what
is available in its supply chain, at store-level
and what needs to be reordered based on
inventory movement — all in real-time.

Developed by Portuguese technology
provider Kyaia Group, ShoeID is an item-
level RFID solution that allows the com-
pany to track merchandise from
manufacturing through purchase at the
store. The process begins at the retailer’s

manufacturing site where a unique iden-
tification EPC Gen 2 passive UHF RFID
label is added to each shoe. The identifi-
cation number is linked to the software
platform integrated within the enterprise
resource planning system. The software
stores all information about the product,
including SKU number, style and size. 

A scanner at the store locates the mer-
chandise and reports it as available and
in stock. As it is scanned at point-of-sale
during checkout, another scanner detects
and deactivates the tag and a WiFi network

FLY London (Kyaia Group)
Ponte Gmr, Portugal | www.kyaia.com

NOMINATED BY: Avery Dennison Corp. Retail Information Services Group | www.averydennison.com

When it comes to retail, growth is good,
and multichannel growth is even bet-

ter. In 2010, Saks Incorporated experienced
strong increases in its multichannel, multi-
brand operations and found itself evaluat-
ing its order fulfillment and warehousing
operations, searching for ways to keep up
with such demand.

The luxury retailer faced myriad chal-
lenges: keeping apace with the growth in
its web channel; bringing its direct-to-con-
sumer and store-replenishment fulfillment
operations under one roof; keeping inven-
tory levels lean while maintaining the in-
store merchandise levels expected by
discerning consumers; providing speedy
turnaround times for online shoppers —
and achieving all of these goals as quickly
as possible. 

As it turns out, there was one solution
for all of Saks’ initiatives. The retailer decided
to automate various aspects of its ware-
house fulfillment system. Saks focused
on moving thousands of SKUs through two
distribution centers as quickly as possible
as a primary means of controlling inven-
tory levels while keeping up its legendary
customer service. 

Kiva Systems, a provider
of automated material han-
dling order fulfillment systems,
stepped in to transition Saks
from a completely manual ful-
fillment approach to a fully
automated system that relies
on mobile robots to dramatically speed up
the picking process. Saks and Kiva col-
laborated on a multi-phase approach that
allowed the retailer to retrofit its facility
to accommodate Kiva while continuing
to operate on a full production schedule. 

The project demanded strict coordina-
tion of both the physical and software com-
ponents of the Kiva solution in order to
incorporate the automation on a tight sched-
ule. Saks and Kiva laid out the physical plan
of the warehouse floor and integrated Kiva
technology into the retailer’s order man-
agement software. 

In the first phase of the project, Kiva
deployed 60 mobile robots and about 1,500
mobile storage pods in Saks’ Aberdeen,
Md., distribution center. The six-month
project has significantly boosted warehouse
productivity, according to Saks’ executive
vice president – CIO Michael Rodgers. “Our

investment in Kiva is consistent with our
company direction of moving from defense
to offense,” he adds.

As a result of the Kiva installation, order
processing time has dropped significantly
allowing Saks to significantly improve deliv-
ery times to its customers. “We further
expect the outsized growth in our online
channel to continue and our automated
fulfillment strategies are critical to support
this growth,” says Rodgers. At press time,
Saks’ fulfillment operations were approx-
imately 80 percent automated, with Kiva’s
system expected to handle all order pro-
cessing by the end of May.3

— Jessica Binns

Saks Incorporated
New York, NY | www.saks.com

NOMINATED BY: Kiva Systems | www.kivasystems.com

Saks turned to Kiva Systems to transition its
picking process from a manual operation to a
method driven by mobile robots, substantially
improving order processing time. Seen here
is Saks 5th Avenue’s flagship location.
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transmits data back to the ERP system that
it has been purchased and takes it out of
stock availability. 

At this point, management knows what
is stocked at the shop floor and what needs
to be reordered. It is also a key component
in loss prevention because active tags are
detected and an alarm sounds if tagged
merchandise leaves the store. 

The solution is also supported by a RFID
UHF EAS platform that supports more cus-
tomer interactivity. For FLY London, this
includes a creative Smart Floor that enables
customers to try on a pair of shoes, and look
at an image of themselves in front of a busy
street scene in London, New York or Tokyo,
depending on the style of shoe she is try-
ing on. Since adding the solution, the retailer
has achieved many benefits. At the ware-
house, for example, the inbound and out-
bound processes are automated, which
reduces labor and increases distribution
efficiency. At the store-level, inventories

are more accurately managed, and FLY
London is saving labor because staff does
not have to manually manage inventory.
The company is also experiencing overall
cost reductions because it is increasing effi-
ciency across all logistics processes. 

Kyaia cannot take all of the credit, how-
ever. Rather, the project is the brainchild
of a consortium of six companies, includ-
ing Kyaia. Avery Dennison is supplying the
RFID item-level UHF EPC Gen 2 passive
inlays and tagging; Creativesystems devel-
oped and installed the complete solution.
Surfaceslab developed the Smart Floor RFID
UHF interactive floor, and CTCP, a not-
for-profit organization, provided busi-
ness consultancy and technological support.
The Institute for Systems and Computer
Engineering (INESC) of Porto, Portugal,
another not-for-profit organization, assisted
with software designing optimization and
forecasting algorithms.3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

A Smart Floor at FLY London enables
customers to try on a pair of shoes, and
look at an image of themselves in front of
a busy street scene in London, New York or
Tokyo, depending on the style of shoe she
is trying on.
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To survive in the economic downturn, retailers are taking drastic
measures to operate more efficiently — not an easy task when

there is a lack of chain-wide communications. Bob’s Stores may be
a small retailer, but the apparel chain can teach its larger counter-
parts a lesson or two about communication based on the work it has
done with a successful task management program as its foundation.

Bob’s Stores has streamlined communication and maximized
the efficiency of store operations with the help of a task man-
agement solution. 

“To stay competitive, we research technologies that will
benefit us from a customer service and business execution stand-
point,” says Mary Johns, the chain’s manager of store operations.
“In retail, it is imperative to innovate solutions which improve
the customer experience.”

It is these solutions that make Bob’s more efficient. One of those
improvements was transitioning to a next-generation task man-
agement system, called Store Ops-Center, from Opterus, located
in Ontario, Canada. Based on a software-as-a-solution platform,
tasks and messages are delivered via a secure web portal. 

Store-level associates access this centralized location to view
responsibilities, and managers use it to check completion and
ensure everyone stays on point. On average, each store receives
between two and four messages or tasks a day related to every-
thing from creating displays to installing graphics and promotional
materials at the store level.

There is also a mobile component that allows field manage-
ment to stay abreast of tasks, messages and issues happening at
the stores. Now the “gatekeeper,” who manages all outgoing mes-
sages and tasks, as well corporate management, can view all mes-
sages, tasks and store issues on their smartphone.

Further, Store Ops-Center has built-in email integration. Head
office or field employees respond to store issues via email on their
PC, laptop or mobile device, and all responses are sent back to the
solution’s centralized portal. This allows for quick resolution
and better, more efficient support for any store issues. 

Bob’s is also taking advantage of an integrated survey fea-
ture. Surveys can be linked to tasks and the head office can set
deadlines by when responses must be completed. “Field surveys
help us to get feedback from our managers faster and more con-
cisely which facilitates better problem resolution, better execution
and a better customer experience,” says Johns.  

This allows Bob’s Stores to run its company more effectively
and efficiently.

In the short time Bob’s has been using the solution, Johns
reports that it is supporting stronger, timely execution at the store
level, and management has a better understanding of how to pri-
oritize tasks.3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

Bob’s Stores
Meriden, CT | www.bobstores.com

NOMINATED BY: Opterus | www.opterus.com

With the help of a task management solution, Bob’s Stores has
streamlined communication and maximized the efficiency of store
operations. 

W ith roughly $500 million in revenue in 2010, Gilt Groupe proves that all that glit-
ters is, indeed, gold. 

Launched in November 2007, Gilt has rapidly built a reputation as a leading
online luxury fashion and travel retailer. The company provides exclusive access to a
broad range of daily sales for its upscale membership. Each day Gilt offers its members
a flash sale — a curated selection of merchandise, including apparel, accessories and
lifestyle items for women, men and children. Flash sales last just 36 hours and offers

Gilt Groupe
New York, NY | www.gilt.com

NOMINATED BY: Kiva Systems | www.kivasystems.com

In order to deliver a world-class customer experience to match the luxury goods it offers,
Gilt Groupe moved its central fulfillment operations to a Kentucky facility near the UPS
worldwide hub and deployed Kiva Systems’ mobile robotic fulfillment solution to process
orders in a blazing-fast 15 minutes. 
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items — many exclusive to Gilt — discounted
by as much as 70 percent. With these kinds
of deals, the company has experienced
tremendous growth, even throughout a
recession that has been particularly pun-
ishing for retailers. 

As part of Gilt’s commitment to provide
a first-rate customer experience, its ful-
fillment operations must not only turn orders
around in 24 hours for next-day delivery,
but also must offer special packaging and
additional value-added services that imbue
parcels with a personal, boutique-like qual-
ity. But with more than 100,000 SKUs, and
thousands of new members joining each
week, demand could potentially outweigh
supply and bring the entire supply chain
to its knees.

To accommodate member expectations
and reach a goal of 99.9 percent or above
on all performance indexes, Gilt set out
on an aggressive course of action to estab-
lish a near-perfect 2010 holiday season,
focusing on three key initiatives. 

First, it opened a 303,000-square-foot
state-of-the-art facility in Shepherdsville, Ky.,
and moved order fulfillment operations to a
central location, which gave the company
reduced shipping time across the U.S., a strong
labor pool and room for expansion through
2013. Integrating and merging back office
systems with distribution and IT were equally
important. Finally, Gilt optimized its Kiva
Systems mobile fulfillment solution so that
the mobile robots most efficiently contributed
to its three-pronged picking strategy (the
company also does some picking by hand
and some via three-level modules). 

Gilt Groupe purchased a Kiva Sys-
tems mobile robotic order fulfillment solu-
tion — which it had previously evaluated
with 3PL partner Quiet Logistics at a Mass-
achusetts facility — for its Kentucky pick-
ing operation. The retailer worked directly
with Kiva to address all of its challenges,
including delivering fast, accurate and ele-
gant order processing while merchandise
continually changed. In essence, relying

heavily on the robots for picking enables
two thirds of Gilt’s order volume to be han-
dled in just 35 percent of the fulfillment
center, says Christopher Halkyard, Gilt’s
vice president of operations.

Elimination of operator walking and
waiting enables worker productivity that is
two- to four-times higher than with other
automated systems, according to Halkyard.
The end result: Gilt is able to process orders
in 15 minutes. On Cyber Monday, Gilt
Groupe saw record order volumes fulfilled
and shipped for next-day delivery across
the United States.

For more on Gilt Groupe’s tale of suc-
cess, please see the cover story, “Exclusive
From Gilt Groupe: Flash Sales, Flash Deliv-
ery,” Apparel, April 2011.3

— Jessica Binns
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R ichard Leeds is a premiere apparel manufacturer that “outfits
America,” yet few consumers know the company by name.

That’s because Richard Leeds creates innovative private-label
clothing for many of the industry’s retailers. By integrating a
new product lifecycle management (PLM) system to help accom-
modate accelerating demands from retailers during the Great
Recession, the company has been able to uphold its reputation.

Richard Leeds’ unique culture revolves around creativity. It is
this quality that makes the company the private-label designer
of choice for some of the industry’s top retailers, including Wal-
Mart, K-Mart and J.C. Penney. 

Interest in the company’s offerings only expanded during the
sluggish economy, a landscape that prompted many consumers
to trade premium brands for private-label merchandise across
many categories, including apparel. As consumers made the shift
from name brands to private-label merchandise, retailers, espe-
cially discounters such as Wal-Mart and K-mart, put more pres-
sure on the designer to turn around merchandise more quickly. 

Retailers regularly tapped the designer to fill their last-
minute needs, but due to a lack of automated processes, the com-
pany often had to turn down requests. It was not uncommon for
example, for retailers to demand specific designs, forcing the
designer to manually search through hundreds of ring binders
to find the particular styles — not ideal when companies were
expecting merchandise and shorter turnaround times.

It became clear that the company needed to reinvent work
processes to eliminate redundancy, and streamline operations that
could stabilize business and capitalize on unanticipated opportu-
nities. Rather than take on the project alone, Richard Leeds tapped
New York City-based Computer Generated Solutions to help it
capitalize on current and future opportunities through its BlueCherry
PLM system.

The solution coordinates all aspects of a product’s creation and
centralizes Richard Leeds’ extensive art libraries, giving design-
ers the ability to quickly find, modify and price designs to meet
last-minute requests. This opens up new business opportunities
that the company simply could not handle before. Meanwhile, the
company now can find styles in seconds vs. hours.

By installing the platform, Richard Leeds was overall able to
do more with less, streamline operations, standardize internal
processes, improve collaboration with its Hong Kong office and
bring clarity and accountability to its design process.3

— Deena M. Amato-McCoy

Richard Leeds International
New York, NY | www.richardleeds.com

NOMINATED BY: Computer Generated Solutions Inc. | www.cgsinc.com

Pictured here are owners Marcia and Richard Leeds at center,
surrounded by the team that helped CIO and vice president of
operations Roberto Mangual implement BlueCherry ERP and PLM. 

Front row left to right are: Beth Shindelman, CFO; Marie Aguas,
customer service manager; Marcia and Richard Leeds; Anna Wu,
merchandiser; Amy He, production manager. Back row left to right:
Sudesh Chonkar, controller; Roberto Mangual; and Cuneyt Sumer, IT
manager.

Gap Inc. has built its reputation on a highly respected stable of
brands, including Gap, Old Navy and Banana Republic. When

it recently introduced the newer Piperlime and Athleta brands
to its stable, the 42-year-old San Francisco-based company proved
that it still has its finger on the pulse of the 21st century shopper. 

Realizing this consumer is a multi-channel shopper, the iconic
specialty retailer made strides not only to integrate its channels,
but also to ensure that it could leverage the value of its online cus-

tomer acquisition efforts across comparison-shopping engines.
By implementing an advanced optimization tool, Gap is suc-
cessfully analyzing margin generated from these shopping engines.

The web is a second home for the Gap. Besides integrating
all five banners under one umbrella website that enables shop-
pers to enjoy one checkout experience, in 2010 the company elec-
tronically launched and marketed its brand across 65 countries
worldwide — a move that positioned the company as a true global

Gap
San Francisco, CA | www.gap.com

NOMINATED BY: Range Online Media | www.iprospect.com
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retailing powerhouse. To round out its efforts, Gap launched mobile
specific e-commerce sites that are promoted via search engine
marketing, further raising the bar for retail innovation.

Leaving nothing to chance, “Gap conducted over a thousand
individual marketing copy tests that revealed significant learnings
and optimizations that were leveraged across all digital channels,
and driving increased efficiencies and higher returns across the
brands,” said Mark Fiske, director of business development for
Gap Inc. Direct. 

Another way to gain higher returns was to leverage the
power of shopping engines such as Amazon, Nextag, etc., by deliv-
ering customized assortments to each engine. (At any given time,
Gap products are featured on as few as one and as many as 30 dif-
ferent shopping engines, most of which are pay-per-click sites.)
To ensure it would get the strongest return on investment, the
company integrated an advanced optimization tool to scale
these innovative merchandising and customer acquisition efforts. 

The company partnered with Range Online Media, a Fort
Worth, Texas-based interactive search marketing agency, to ana-
lyze its product catalog and develop dynamic optimization
logic. “We had skimmed the surface of this practice in the past
by following post-click product performance,” he said. “But by
diving deeper into our backend analytics, we have been able to
develop robust predictive rules to maximize our ROI with this
marketing vehicle, ensuring that every individual product is mar-
keted at a positive ROI.”

Previously, the company had to wait until it had data to
make decisions about which products to promote on which shop-
ping engines, but now, by “getting very granular about what is
and isn’t working we can make smarter decisions before we
even engage in marketing efforts,” says Fiske. From the vast num-
ber of data points it draws upon, Range picks what’s relevant for
any given shopping engine, and based on what it knows, opti-
mizes the products its sends to each.

The project required a three-pronged approach: the first pri-
ority was to optimize size availability. Analysis revealed that prod-
ucts that were available in a high number of sizes converted to
sales faster than items with fewer options. “A daily product-
level report validated the case, and we learned there was a clear
threshold in conversion drop-off,” he said. “This allowed us to
withhold the distribution of products to shopping engines
where a click event wasn’t likely to be profitable, based on the
pricing model of the engine.” 

In other words, if Gap only had one size left in a particular
product, it was probably not worth paying a shopping engine to

feature it on the site. The click conversion would be extremely
low, because most people who chose to click on the garment
would find it not available in the correct size — yet Gap would
be paying for each of those clicks.

The next step was to import a separate data source to Range
Online Media for product reviews. The chain analyzed review
count and average, after which data was related to product per-
formance data for trend review. 

Initially, Gap believed a “low” overall rating would adversely
affect conversion and result in a low likelihood of purchase. As
expected, this was true; similarly, products rated in the “high” cat-
egory provided the majority of conversions. 

“However, mid-level ratings also had a strong conversion rate,”
he recalled. “This provided an opportunity for the platform to
increase shopping engine bids and increase positioning on these
sites, driving incremental profitable volume. We found that
these products evoked a strong customer response but were not
always prominently displayed on comparison shopping sites.”

The final stage of the project, in which the company is now
entrenched, is calculating margin data. A long-term believer in
structured testing programs, Gap is participating in Google’s Prod-
uct Listing Ads service, which allows for granular segmentation
of campaigns and ad groups. The implementation of a new “mar-
gin” data feed allows the retailer to analyze performance of
these enhanced ads. 

“Through leveraging richer data such as vendor brand, prod-
uct margin, unique size availability, sell rate and stock availabil-
ity, we are able to test independent bids and spend limits for each
group of these variables, highlighting the most profitable com-
bination,” Fiske said.

Being Gap’s primary data feed provider, Range was a natural
partner for the project. Gap initially provided Range with two sup-
plemental data feeds, based on reviews and availability/margin,
and information was leveraged within Gap’s existing product data
feeds. 

Range formulated clearly defined testing strategies to prove
the project’s true value, and these tests were measured against
previous performance baseline figures to establish clear before and
after comparisons. “Hindsight analysis of the accumulated data
determined where changes to comparison shopping campaigns
should be made so we could successfully drive the greatest return
gains,” says Fiske.3
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